Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: Baccarat Bonus Hands modification

1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Baccarat Bonus Hands.
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. EZ Baccarat.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded. Players must receive certain hands on a daily
basis for cash bonuses. Players that make one of the following advertised qualifying hands shall be eligible to
win the posted prize. The following qualifying hand chart options shall not be offered together at any time nor
may any combination of the different qualifying hand chart options be offered together at any time that this
gaming activity is being offered. The qualifying hand(s) within each chart shall be offered together at all times
that this gaming activity is being offered. Patrons shall be provided with ample advance notice of which
qualifying hand chart option is being offered for play, as well as the requirements for the qualifying hands.
Bonus hands as follows:
Option A
Qualifying Hand
6 picture cards
(3 in both Player-Dealer & Player hand)
6 picture cards all same color
(3 in both Player-Dealer & Player hand)
6 picture cards all same suit
(3 in both Player-Dealer & Player hand)

Prize Amount
$1,000 - $5,000
$3,000 - $5,000
$10,000-$11,000

Option B
Qualifying Hand
6 picture cards
(3 in both Player-Dealer & Player hand)
6 picture cards
(3 black and/or 3 red in either PlayerDealer or Player hand)
6 picture cards all same suit
(3 in both Player-Dealer & Player hand)

Prize Amount
$1,000 - $5,000
$5,000 - $10,000
$10,000 - $20,000

4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount? Fixed.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. The gaming activity is Player Funded. .
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. Jackpot fee of $1.00 per DOJ approved table limits/collection from the Player/Dealer position.

7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. The jackpot is initially
seeded by the Hustler Casino and maintained by the $1.00 JP collection as determined by approved table limit
from the Player/Dealer. The EZ Baccarat Bonus Hands are paid for players receiving specific hands and will
be awarded (shared) by all Players participating in the hand that have paid a collection.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Total Bonus amount shall be divided by the number of collections when applicable. Seated players as
well as backline bettors are eligible to win this promotion. If two or more players wager on the same
qualifying hand, the fixed prize shall be split equally between them. In the event that during a round of play,
two or more players have qualifying fixed hands, each player shall receive the amount that is posted. When a
player is dealt a designated qualifying hand, that player will receive 100% of the prize amount. A Third Party
Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to win the jackpot whether in a player or
player-dealer position. Casino employees are eligible to participate in the gaming activity if they are off duty
and out of uniform.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. The house will re-seed the promotion from
Jackpot funds. If there are insufficient funds available to re-seed this promotion the house shall re-seed and
reimburse itself when sufficient funds are available.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. A minimum number of two (2) players are required to
be seated and playing at the table in order to qualify for the promotion. All seated players dealt into the game
will be eligible. Employees of a TPPP Group are not eligible for these events. All procedures and prize
amounts will be displayed prominently via any form of advertising that the Hustler Casino wishes to use,
including but not limited to printed flyers, digital display, Casino Website, etc.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. The Hustler Casino shall retain a $5.00 per hour (per table) administrative fee for administering the
Jackpot Fund.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” outline. If a player
wishes to play for our jackpots we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the proper
number of participants to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Not yet developed.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. Standard Baccarat gaming
table, dealing shoe.

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, ETC

17. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Baccarat Bonus High Hands.
18. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity:
Baccarat exclusively.
19. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: Players receive
certain hands on a daily basis (see promotional flyer) for cash bonuses.
20. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a f"ixed amount. No! Each hand has a fixed amount. (see promotional flyer)
21. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. When a
player wins a Bonus hand, it is paid by our third party player/banker as a
promotion fee.
22. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
example, jackpot fee collection: There is no fee collected for Baccarat Bonus
Hands.
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23. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes wil! ~e
awarded: No jackpots or prizes awarded for Baccarat Bonus Hands. This. 1~~
simply a banker funded promotion based on certain qualifying hands
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25. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: Does not apply as Baccarat Bonus Hands. A single
person wins the bonus hand.
26. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: Jackpot does not
apply to Baccarat Bonus Hands.
27. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
Baccarat Bonus Hands are issued to player on an individual basis.
28. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
for operating the gaming activity. None
29. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a "NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY'' outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots, or
bonus hands, we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the
proper number of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
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30. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: INCLUDED
31. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE

32. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
Standard table for: Baccarat
This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

Date

'
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SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, ETC

16. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Baccarat Jackpot Hands
17. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity: All
Baccarat games.
18. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: Players receive
bonus payouts based on the quality of the hands they receive. Ranking of hands
are as follows: 3 / 3's of Spades or 3/ Aces' of Spades $300, 3/ 3's of Hearts or 3/
Aces' of Hearts $200, 3/ 3's of Diamonds or 3/3's Aces' or 3/3's of Clubs or 3/
Aces' of Clubs $100, Any Two Jokers $200. In addition, if player loses with 3/
Kings of Hearts to a better hand (3/ Aces') the losing hand (3 Kings) wins $1,000.
Receive any three card suited hands of Kings, Queens or Jacks and win $100.
19. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a f"u.ed amount. No! The posted bonus hand amounts are fixed.
20. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded player funded. This is a house
funded bonus promotion.
21. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
example, jackpot fee collection: There is a jackpot fee required of$1.00

22. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: There is no seed money for this promotion. The jackpot drop paid by
the player/banker creates a continuous feed to offer bonus hands to our players.

23. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: Bonus money is paid that the player that produces
any qualifying mention above in# 3.
24. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: There is no re
seeding necessary for bonus hand pay offs.
25. Explain any minimum or maximum number of playen required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
There is no minimum numbers of players required to play this game. A player
may play heads up with our third party provider and still qualify for all bonus
hands.
26. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
for operating the gaming activity. Hustler Casino does retain a small
administrative fee to manage the jackpot fund.

SECTION III GAMING APPLICATION
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27. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a ''NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY'' outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots,
we offer this at no cost. The player is placed on our standard Baccarat table and
given chips with no denomination value and play as if they were playing any
standard Blackjack game. All of the same rules apply as in all Baccarat game.
28. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: INCLUDED

29. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE
30. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
Standard 8 spot Baccarat stand up table with a Shuffle Master Ace shuffler and a
424 card shoe
This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

1/2? /=-?

Date
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Bad BIii JICkPIIS

ANY THREE SUITED QUEENS, KINGS OR JACKS

1000 w. Redondo Beach Blvd.
Cardena, CA 90247
HustlercaslnoLA.com

310-719-9800
HUSTLER Casino reserves the right to change or cancel this promotion at anytime at its sole discretion. Must be 21 to visit casino.
See casino floor person for complete details and rules. 02-27-2006

Big Bucks Blackjack Bad Beat Jackpot (revised)

1) Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Big Bucks Blackjack Bad Beat Jackpot
2) Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity: All
Blackjack type game.

3) Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: Bad Beat Blackjack

Jackpot. This jackpot will be awarded when a player has a hand consisting of 1 Ace and
1 King of the same suit and the player/dealer has a hand consisting of 1 Ace and 1King of
the same suit, which is the same suit as the player’s hand. Therefore, both hands must
be identical in suit, otherwise the hands do not qualifying for the jackpot.

4) If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or is a fixed amount: $20,000 Fixed jackpot
5) Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded: Player funded.
6) Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for
example, a jackpot fee collection: A $1 jackpot collection fee is collected from the
player/dealer position. All Collections (player/dealer & players) will be taken prior to the
hand being dealt.

7) Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: The Bad Beat jackpot seeds at $20,000 and remains at that amount until
players are able to arrive at the winning hands that qualify them for the jackpot.

8) Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser or
any other player or patron: It must be a minimum of 3 players to qualify for a Bad

Beat Jackpot. The percentage breakdown is 40% to the player with the eligible hand,
40% to the player/dealer with the eligible hand, and 20% table share for the remaining
players at the eligible table. If multiple players receive a qualifying hand, the jackpot
prize for the player’s portion of the jackpot will be split equally among all players with a
qualifying hand.
• The player/dealer position is eligible for this jackpot. This also pertains to Hustler
Casino’s TPP ability to be eligible for the jackpot while they are in either the
player or player/dealer position.
• Double Deck games do not qualify for this jackpot. A minimum of at least five (5)
decks must be used in order for the table to qualify for the jackpot
• Backline bettors will receive a portion of the jackpot prize if the wager is on a
qualifying players hand, or only seated players and the collection was paid by the
backline bettor. Furthermore, if a seated player receives a qualifying hand and
two other player’s wagered on the same hand as backline bettors and collection
was paid, the winnings will be split among the seated player and backline
bettors.

9) Explain any reseeding of the fund once the prize is won: The Hustler Casino
will initially seed the jackpot with $20,000. Once there are sufficient funds in the jackpot
account, the initial $20,000 that the Hustler Casino used to seed the jackpot will be
repaid to the casino from the jackpot account. The jackpot collection fees that are
collected from the player/dealer position will then be used to fund the jackpot and
reserve account. Additionally, whenever the Hustler Casino is required to seed the
jackpot or cover the shortfall due to in-adequate funds in the jackpot or reserve account,
the Hustler Casino will be repaid from the jackpot account once the jackpot account has
sufficient funds to cover the jackpot prize. When a qualifying jackpot hand is made, the
jackpot will be re-seeded by the Hustler Casino or by the excess accumulation of jackpot
collection fees, in the amount of $20,000.

10)
Explain any maximum or minimum number of players required to be
dealt into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and
prize: Seated Player only will qualify. A minimum of 3 players are required to be eligible
for a Blackjack Bad Beat Jackpot. A maximum of 8 seated players is allowed at the table
at one time.

11)
Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type
of fee for operating the gaming activity: Hustler Casino maintains the total
jackpot fund. To manage this fund Hustler Casino charges a rate of $3.50 per hour per
active table.

12)
Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the without
placing any live wager paying ant table fee: Hustler Casino follows and allows any

and all guests to participate in all casino games without having to place a live wager. We
recognize and abide by all laws that govern "No Purchase Necessary" rules.:

13)

Provide copies of any published/proposed promotions of

advertisement literature: See attached

14)
Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house
involved in the gaming activity: None
15)
Describe the type of the table and equipment utilized for the gaming
activity: Half moon style Blackjack tables and a 1/6 Shuffle Unit provide by Shuffle

Master Inc.

This application must be signed by the person requesting the game activity review.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.
Applicant’s Signature:________________________________
Date: _______________________

Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: Blackjack Bonus Hands Modification GEGA-000268
1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Blackjack Bonus Hands.
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. No Bust 21st Century Blackjack
4.0a GEGA-000114.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded.
Five (5) Card 21
Six (6) Card 21
Seven (7) Card 21
Eight (8) plus Card 21
Any three (3) Sevens
Any three (3) Sevens of the same color
Any three (3) Sevens of the same suit
6-7-8 of mixed colors or suits
6-7-8 of the same color
6-7-8 of the same suit
*50% with $0.50 JP Collection fee

$50*
$100*
$500*
$1,000*
$50*
$100*
$200*
$50*
$100*
$200*

4. When a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount?
During predetermined and specified hours specific cash prizes are offered with the range being from $25 to
$1,000.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. The gaming activity is player funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. Jackpot fee of $0.50 - $1.00 per DOJ approved table limits/collections from the Player/Dealer
position from the reserve of the Mega Blackjack Jackpots (BGC ID: GEGA-000273).
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. The jackpot is initially
seeded by the Hustler Casino and maintained by the $0.50 - $1.00 JP collection as determined by approved
table limit from the Player/Dealer. The Blackjack Bonus Hands are paid for players receiving specific hands
and will be awarded by seat including the Player/Dealer position.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Total Bonus amount shall be divided by the number of collections per seat when applicable. Seated
players as well as backline bettors are eligible to win this promotion. If two or more players wager on the
same qualifying hand, the fixed prize shall be split equally between them. In the event that during a round of
play, two or more players have qualifying fixed hands, each player shall receive the amount that is posted.

9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. The house will re-seed the promotion from
Jackpot funds. If there are insufficient funds available to re-seed this promotion the house shall re-seed and
reimburse itself when sufficient funds are available.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. There are a minimum number of two (2) players
required to be seated and playing at the table in order to qualify for the promotion. All seated players dealt
into the game will be eligible. Employees of a TPPP Group are not eligible for these events. All procedures,
times and prize amounts will be displayed prominently via any form of advertising that the Hustler Casino
wishes to use, including but not limited to printed flyers, digital display, Casino website, etc. Casino
employees are eligible to participate in the gaming activity if they are off duty and out of uniform.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. The Hustler Casino shall retain an administrative fee.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” outline. If a player
wishes to play for our jackpots we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the proper
number of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Not yet developed.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None.
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. Standard Blackjack gaming
table.

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, ETC
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1.

Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Blackjack Mega Jackpots

2. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity: All 21
Century Blackjack games (JOKERS INCLUDED).

st

3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: Blackjack Mega
Jackpots are awarded based on receiving certain hands. Hands are as follows:
'iflj.ad Beat Jackpot. Win with Ace/King, Ace/Queen or Ace/Jack (same color) and
be beaten with two Jokers. Prize awarded = $2,500.:{,Quper Jackpot, Win with
Ace/King, Ace/Queen or Ace/Jack (same suit) and be beaten with two Jokers.
Prize awarded = $5,000. fEoyal Jackpot. Win with Ace/Joker and be beaten with
two Jokers. Prize awarded= $7,500.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a fixed amount. Blackjack Mega Jackpots is a progressive prize pool.

5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded player funded: The progressive
pool for Blackjack Mega Jackpot is funded by the player.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
example, jackpot fee collection: The progressive jackpot is taken from any
player that is banking at the table.

7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: The jackpot is initially seeded by the gaming property. Once a jackpot
is hit and the player/banker qualifies, the players that produce the matching hand
at1d all players that paid collection receive jackpot winnings.

Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: $2,500 Bad Beat Payout: Two card 21 = 60%,
Joker, Joker = 20%, balance of 20% goes to remaining players dealt in the hand.
$5,000 Super Jackpot Payout: Two card 21 = 60%, Joker, Joker= 20%, balance
of 20% goes to remaining players dealt in the hand $7,500 Royal Jackpot
Payout: Ace/Joker = 20%, Joker/Joker == 60%, balance of 20% goes to remaining
players dealt in the hand.
8. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: Once a Blackjack
jackpot is won, the jackpot is then re-seeded from the pool that is collected from
the player/banker.
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9. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
There must be a minimum of 3 (three) players that receive a hand to qualify for
any Mega Blackjack Jackpot. This includes the player/ banker along with two
additional players.
10. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
for operating the gaming activity. Hustler Casino does retain a small
administrative fee to manage the jackpot fund.
11. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a "NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY" outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots,
we offer this at no cost. They player on our standard Blackjack tables and given
chips with no denomination value and play as if they were playing any standard
Blackjack game. All of the same rules apply along with the proper number of
participates to qualify for a jackpot.
12. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: INCLUDED
13. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE
14. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
Standard 8 spot Blackjack table using King Shuffle units leased by Shuffle Master
Inc. to provide a random shuffle of a 5 deck, 260 card shoe.

This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.
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Blackjack Stacked Promotion Bet (revised)

1) Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Blackjack Stacked
2) Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity: All
Blackjack games.

3) Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: The prize amounts

are based on a player’s ability to receive multiple consecutive Blackjacks. Hands would
be A/K, A/Q, A/J & A/10. Prize amounts are as follows:
• 2 Consecutive Blackjacks = $25 Matchplay Coupon
• 3 Consecutive Blackjack = $500 Cash
• 4 Consecutive Blackjack = $1,000 Cash
• 5 Consecutive Blackjack = $5,000 Cash (Capped)

4) If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or is a fixed amount: This is not a progressive type program. Consecutive Blackjacks
have a fixed amount where one can win. (See attached Flyer)

5) Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded: This is a house
funded promotion

6) Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for
example, a jackpot fee collection: There are no additional fees or collections to
post to win Stacked Blackjack.

7) Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: This is not a jackpot funded promotion. Prizes will be awarded based on a
the number of Blackjacks a player can win consecutively up to 5 Blackjacks in which it
becomes capped (stops). One winner per hand. (See attached flyer)

8) Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser or
any other player or patron: Monies are only distributed to the individual that

maintains the ability to capture consecutive Blackjacks. A single player may win at
Blackjack Stacked provided they are in the seat that has received consecutive Blackjacks,
not an opposing seat. Multiple players may win Blackjack Stacked within the same hand
and will be paid based on the number of Blackjacks received. (see attached flyer).
Player/dealer does not qualify for this promotion. This also pertains to Hustler Casino’s
TPP inability to qualify when they are the player/dealer as well. The player/dealer
position maintains a greater ability to obtain consecutive Blackjacks thus not allowing
the qualifying of the player/dealer.
9) Explain any reseeding of the fund once the prize is won: Reseeding does not
apply to this promotion as it does to progressive jackpot programs. This is a single
player payout structure. All payouts are based on the amount posted on the flyer and in

section # 3 of this submittal. (attached)

10)
Explain any maximum or minimum number of players required to be
dealt into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and
prize: All that is required to win at Blackjack Stacked are a player/dealer and one (1)
player for a total of two players.

11)
Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type
of fee for operating the gaming activity: There is no administrative fee taken for
Blackjack Stacked.

12)

Reserve Fund Information: Hustler Casino maintains strong financial
reserves to support Blackjack Stacked and all promotions currently in place and into the
future. Information of Hustler Casino financial statements can be made available upon
request.

13)
Provide copies of any published/proposed promotions of
advertisement literature: See attached
14)
Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house
involved in the gaming activity: None
15)
Describe the type of the table and equipment utilized for the gaming
activity: Half moon style Blackjack tables and a 1/6 Shuffle Unit provide by Shuffle
Master Inc.

16)
Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the without
placing any live wager paying ant table fee: Hustler Casino follows and allows

any and all guests to participate in all casino games without having to place a live
wager. We recognize and abide by all laws that govern “No Purchase Necessary” rules.

This application must be signed by the person requesting the game activity review.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

Applicant’s Signature:________________________________
Date: _________________

Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot
Although the Bureau has approved this jackpot modification, jackpots with an electronic
component are currently under Bureau review. The Bureau reserves the right to: (1) review the
lawfulness of the modified Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot; (2) notify all law enforcement
agencies and gambling establishments if further review determines the modified Blazing Sevens
Progressive Jackpot to be unlawful; (3) require gambling establishments to cease and desist
offering for play the modified Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot if found to be unlawful; and
(4) take action against those gambling establishments that decline to abide by the Bureau=s
cease and desist notification.
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004738) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying Hands.
Prize payout structure.
The prize amount that shall be awarded.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Eligible Controlled Games
The Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot shall be attached to the following Bureau approved
controlled games offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times this gaming activity is
being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by the
Bureau.
•

No Bust 21st Century Blackjack 6.2 (GEGA-002665)

Object and Summary
1. To begin each round, players must place a base game wager in order to qualify for the
jackpot. Along with any bonus bets the player places a wager on, player(s) have the
option to place a $1.00 jackpot fee and become eligible for the jackpot.
2. “Hockey Puck” discs will be attached to the table in front of each betting position. These
discs have a sensor and will detect when a casino chip is placed on them. Players must
place the optional jackpot fee on the sensor. The sensor will then light up.
3. Once all players place their controlled game wagers and jackpot fees, the house dealer
will press “Start Game” on the keypad. The sensors will then light up, indicating
participation in the progressive gaming activity. The house dealer will then remove all
jackpot fees from the table. The jackpot fees shall be dropped into a separate and
locked jackpot collection box and accounted for separately.
4. The house dealer then follows standard approved procedures for dealing the controlled
game. Any player who makes a qualifying hand will be paid out, as described below.
Hustler Casino
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Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot

Qualifying Hands
Players, who make one of the advertised qualifying hands, as shown below, shall be eligible to
win their share of the posted prize amount, according to the payout options, as shown below.
Only one of these prize payout options shall be offered at any one time the Blazing Sevens
Progressive Jackpot is being offered for play.
Pay Table
Hand
Three 7’s Same Color
Three 7’s
First 2 cards are suited 7’s
First 2 cards are any 7’s

Payout
100% of Posted Prize
$500
$100
$50

Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
gaming activity.
•
•
•
•
•

The Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services is not eligible for this promotion.
Casino employees are eligible to participate in this gaming activity when they are off duty
and out of uniform.
There is no amount of players required for the jackpot, other than what is previously
approved for the base game.
A player can qualify for the jackpot element of the game regardless of the outcome of
the controlled game.
Only seated players are eligible for payouts.

Prize
All monies collected and paid out shall be tracked both electronically and on a hand written log
to be maintained by the gambling enterprise, for examination by regulatory and law enforcement
personnel.
a. Three seven’s (7s) of the same color is paid 100% of the progressive jackpot amount
shown on the progressive meter.
b. All other hands are paid a fixed amount from the reserve fund. They do not get
deducted from the amount shown on the meter. In the event the reserve fund is
depleted, the casino will make up any shortfall.
c. In the event more than one progressive meter pay or any other qualifying hand hits
during the same round, all winning players will share, in equal amounts, the posted
progressive prize or the posted fixed amount. In the event the reserve fund is depleted,
the casino will make up any shortfall. All hands will be paid the posted prize.
d. When a player has a progressive winning hand, the dealer shall press the appropriate
hand button on the keypad.
e. The house dealer shall then contact a supervisor.
f. Once the casino verifies the progressive win, the supervisor will press the confirm
button. To complete the action, a Supervisor or Executive card (depending on jackpot
level) swipe is required. This records the win onto the Game Manager computer and
adjusts the meter appropriately for the prize won. House procedures are then followed
for paying the prize. (Reviewing the monitor connected to the Game Manager will show
Hustler Casino
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Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot
the prize amount to be paid, and pressing the “money bag” icon will print a win page,
which can be used to help record the payout for accounting.)
g. When the dealer reconciles all action, he presses “END GAME.” This resets the system
to begin the next hand.
h. Once the Supervisor or Executive card (depending on jackpot level) is swiped the prize
is logged into Game Manager. If the progressive pay needs to be backed out at this
point, the award will need to be manually backed out using the Game Manager manual
adjustment feature.
All fixed payouts will be paid by a casino floor person. Once the proper paperwork has been
filled out, the floor person will pay the winner(s) in casino chips. The payouts will not be made
from the casino dealer’s tray. All fixed payouts will be deducted from the amount in the reserve
fund.
Funding
The Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot is a player funded progressive jackpot. The casino will
initially seed the jackpot at a minimum of $1,000 and to a maximum of $50,000. Once there are
sufficient monies in the Blazing Sevens Progressive jackpot fund, the initial seed will be
reimbursed to the casino from the reserve fund and shall be documented in the accounting
records.
After the progressive jackpot is hit, it will be re-seeded by the reserve fund at an amount
between a minimum of $1,000 and a maximum of $50,000. In addition this reserve fund will
payout all fixed amounts. In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the casino will make up any
shortfall. Once there are sufficient monies in the Blazing Sevens Progressive reserve fund, the
re-seed amount, up to the amount the casino funded, will be reimbursed to the casino from the
reserve fund and shall be documented in the accounting records. All increases and decreases
to the Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot fund shall be documented in the accounting records.
Administrative Fees
Each $1.00 jackpot fee paid by a player will be broken down as follows:
a.
b.

$0.20 will be immediately posted on the meter.
$0.80 will be tracked in a reserve fund.

The casino will take an administrative fee ranging from $10-$16 per table per hour. The
administrative fee will be taken from the reserve fund. The fee will cover the costs associated
with the complicated computer system and program in addition to technicians having to service
the systems.

Hustler Casino
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Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot
No Purchase Necessary (NPN)
The Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot shall be offered to customers who wish to participate
for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to
participate in a No Purchase Necessary game. The Casino shall provide No Purchase
Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity without paying
a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material shall state "No Purchase
Necessary" when referencing the Blazing Sevens Progressive Jackpot. This requirement
extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors,
posters, and flyers.
Equipment
The electronic software and digital reader related to and used in conjunction with this gaming
activity has been tested, approved, and certified by the Gaming Laboratories International, LLC
(GLI).

Hustler Casino
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Bonus Chip Promotion
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEAR-001198) will be referenced on all advertisements
relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, will be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is being
offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods
Bonus Chip values
Buy-in amount for Bonus Chips
Whether the Bonus Chip is single-use or multi-use
Procedures to redeem Bonus Chips
Any other applicable restrictions and/or information

Eligible Controlled Games
The Bonus Chip Promotion will be attached to all Bureau approved California games offered at
Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play. All controlled game rules
will be played as approved by the Bureau.
Object and Summary
The Bonus Chip Promotion will be open to all patrons who buy-in for a predetermined amount
ranging from $5 to $100,000; those patrons will receive a specific amount of Bonus Chips to
play in any controlled game listed above. When patrons buy-in to a predetermined game for a
predetermined and posted amount ranging from $5 to $100,000, they will receive a
predetermined and posted amount ranging from $5 to $200,000. The Bonus Chips are of a
different style and design from the standard live casino chip (“casino chips”). The Bonus Chips
cannot be exchanged for cash and must be played on the gaming table, at the predetermined
game. Once the Bonus Chip(s) has been placed as a wager, the following applies:
•

•
•

If the player wins, the player will receive live casino chips for his/her bet from the playerdealer. The player either retains the Bonus Chips to be used again or it will be collected
by the house dealer and placed in the drop box for accounting purposes.
o The designation of single use versus multi use will be clearly posted before the
promotional period begins.
If the player pushes, the Bonus Chips will remain with the player until the hand loses.
If the player loses, the Bonus Chips are given to the player-dealer. The losing Bonus
Chips are verified by a casino representative and redeemed at the cage by the casino
cage staff members for the player-dealer. A casino representative will exchange the
Bonus Chips with live casino chips and are given to the player-dealer.
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Bonus Chip Promotion
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours designated and posted for the
gaming activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Bonus Chip Promotion will be open to players who buy into a predetermined game
and will receive a specific amount of Bonus Chips.
Players may not wager the Bonus Chips on bonus bets. Bonus Chips shall not be used
to pay collections or jackpot fees.
There is no limit to the number of times a player may participate in the Bonus Chip
Promotion during a promotional period.
A player shall pay all posted collection fees (if applicable) when placing a wager with
Bonus Chip(s).
Players cannot exchange Bonus Chips for live casino chips.
Bonus Chips are non-transferable between players.
Bonus Chips do not expire.
Bonus Chips have no cash value and cannot be redeemed for cash at any time.
There is minimum of two players, a player and a player-dealer, required in the controlled
game for this promotion.
Bonus Chips will only be redeemed for the player-dealer after having been played and
verified by a casino representative.
Casino employees off duty and out of uniform are eligible for the promotion.
The player-dealer position is not eligible to use Bonus Chips to settle wagers.
Tournament games are not eligible to participate in this promotion.
Backline bettors may not participate in this gaming activity.
Bonus Chips cannot be used in combination with live casino chips.
Third-Party Providers of Proposition Player Services (TPPPS) are not eligible to use
Bonus Chips.

Prize
The prize will be a fixed amount ranging from $5 to $200,000 in the form of Bonus Chips.

Funding
The Bonus Chip Promotion will be fully funded by Hustler Casino. There will be no additional
fees or collections taken for this gaming activity.
Administrative Fees
The Casino shall not retain any administrative fee, as this promotion is house funded.
No Purchase Necessary
The Bonus Chip Promotion does not contain the element of chance. Therefore, it does not
constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary table to be offered
while conducting this gaming activity.
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Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: California Games Cash Prize Giveaway
1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: California Games Cash Prize Giveaway.
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. Pai Gow Poker, Blackjack,
Three Card Poker, Baccarat, Ultimate Texas Holdem, Pai Gow Tiles, Pan 9 and Easy Poker.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded. Cash prize drawings ranging from $100 to
$5,000.
4. When a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount?
Amounts will be fixed.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. House Funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. No special collection or jackpot fee is involved.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. Cash prizes are house
funded. Drawing tickets are awarded to both seated and/or player(s) who have obtained a predetermined
designated hand(s). One half of the ticket shall be retained by the player and the other half of the ticket shall be
placed in a drum or other non-electronic randomizer and the ticket(s) will be drawn at posted times. Both
pieces shall have a specific series number on it which shall correspond to each other, and the piece that the
casino keeps shall have the player’s first and last name written on it. One drawing ticket will be given for a
selected qualifying hand. All drawing tickets will be removed from the drum at the end of each predetermined
time period for the promotion.
GAME
DESIGNATED HAND
Pai Gow Poker
Pair in Front & Three Tens (or better) Behind
Blackjack
Any Natural of the same color
Three Card Poker
Queen High Flush (or better)
Baccarat
Three (3) Card Nine (9) Wagered
Ultimate Texas Holdem
Queen High Flush (or better)
Pai Gow Tiles
Nine (9) & Gong (or better)
Pan 9
Same Color Three (3) card Nine (9) with no picture
Easy Poker
Queen High Flush (or better)
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Cash drawings will be held at predetermined designated times from tickets issued to players who have
achieved the predetermined designated hands and/or were seated players on the designated tables (hourly)
between the predetermined designated qualifying time periods. Tournament game tables are not eligible for
this gaming activity. Casino employees are not eligible to participate in the promotion at any time.
A Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to participate in this gaming
activity, regardless of whether that player is in the player-dealer position or a player position.

Seated players as well as backline bettors are eligible to receive a ticket for the same qualifying hand.
Players are eligible to receive a drawing ticket for their qualifying hand regardless of whether he/she wins,
loses, or ties his/her hand during the play of the controlled game.
Tickets are non-transferrable and can only be used by the player who earned them. The winning player will
have their ID checked by Casino personnel.
A player must be present to win. The player whose ticket is drawn shall have one minute to claim their prize
of spinning the wheel. After 1 minute the ticket shall be placed back into the drum and another ticket shall be
drawn. If a maximum of five tickets have been drawn during one drawing period the prize for that
promotional period shall roll-over into the next drawing period, never exceeding the maximum prize amount
of $5,000. During the last drawing period of the day tickets will be drawn until a winner is present and the
prize is awarded.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. Prize amounts are fixed and house funded.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. No minimum or maximum number of players applies
to the promotion.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. No administration fee is retained.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” outline. If a player
wishes to play for our jackpots we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the proper
number of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Not yet developed.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None.
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. Standard gaming tables for
each listed game.
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Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Caribbean Stud Jackpot Hands

<-1. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity: All
Caribbean Stud games .

.13.

Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: Players receive
bonus payouts based on the quality of the hands they receive. Ranking of hands
are as follows: Straight Flush $300, Four Aces $200, Four-of-a- kind $100, Full
House of Aces' $100, Full House of Kings' $100, Diamond Flush $50 and Ace
High Straight $50.

,A. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a fu:ed amount. No! The posted bonus hand amounts are fixed.
/5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded player funded. This is a house
funded bonus promotion.
i/6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
example, jackpot fee collection: There is a jackpot fee required of$ l .00

7.

Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: There is no seed money for this promotion. The jackpot drop paid by
the player/banker creates a continuous feed to offer bonus hands to our players.

vf(.

Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: Bonus money is paid that the player that produces
any qualifying mention above in # 3.

9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: There is no re
seeding necessary for bonus hand pay offs.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
There is no minimum numbers of players required to play this game. A player
may play heads up with our third party provider and still qualify for all bonus
hands.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
for operating the gaming activity. Hustler Casino does retain a small
administrative fee to manage the jackpot fund.

SECTION III GAMING APPLICATION
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12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a ''NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY" outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots,
we offer this at no cost. The player is placed on our standard Caribbean Stud
table and given chips with no denomination value and play as if they were playing
any standard Blackjack game. All of the same rules apply as in all Caribbean Stud
game.
13 . Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: INCLUDED
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE

15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
Standard 8 spot Caribbean Stud stand up table with a Shuflle Master Ace shufller
and a 52 card deck.
This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

Dat~l
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Must have Reward Card to be eligible.
Corporate banker hand does not qualify.
HUSTLER Casino reserves the right to
change or cancel this promotion at anytime
at its sole discretion. No purchase necessary.
See floorperson for complete details and rules.

HUSTLER'-7_,_
CASINOC'j'
LOS ANGELES

hustl1rcasino.co11
1000 W Redondo Beach Blvd.
Gardena, CA 90247
(31 OJ 719-9800

Crazy Cards Promotion
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004624) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible game and time periods.
The prize amount that shall be awarded and how it shall be distributed between all
eligible players.
Monies are being withheld from the Big Bucks Blackjack Bad Beat Jackpot (GEGA002439) to fund the Crazy Cards Promotion (GEGA-004624).
Any No Purchase Necessary opportunity.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Eligible Controlled Game
The Crazy Cards Promotion shall be attached to the following Bureau approved controlled game
offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times that this gaming activity is being offered
for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau.
•

No Bust 21st Century Blackjack 4.0a (GEGA-000114)

Object and Summary
The Crazy Cards Promotion features a fixed prize that will be awarded to an eligible player
when a designated hand is obtained. The crazy card deck is a jumbo sized standard deck of 52
cards. Each jumbo sized card measures approximately 18” x 24”. This ensures that the crazy
cards will not be mixed in with the cards that are used during game play. At the beginning of the
promotional period, the deck of crazy cards will be shuffled and the player in seat #1, or if seat
#1 is unoccupied, the next seat following #1 will draw two cards from the crazy card deck. If
there is more than one blackjack table in action, the casino shift manager on duty will determine
which table will be selected to have a player draw the “crazy cards.” Those two cards will be
designated as the “Crazy Cards” for the duration of the promotional period. The deck of crazy
cards will be kept in the card control room when it is not being used by the casino. Any player
who is dealt the “Crazy Cards” as their first two cards during an eligible game will be awarded
the posted prize amount. The “Crazy Cards” will be posted on televisions around the casino
floor and will be changed at the end of each time period.
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
gaming activity.
•
•
•

There is no minimum amount of time that must be played by a player in order for them to
qualify for this promotion.
There are no restrictions on the amount of times a player may qualify for this promotion.
There must be at least two players (one player and the player-dealer) in order for this
game to become eligible for this promotion.

Hustler Casino
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Crazy Cards Promotion
•
•
•
•
•

Casino employees are eligible for this promotion if they are off duty and their uniform is
covered.
Tournament games do not qualify for this promotion.
No entity or person other than the gambling enterprise is involved in the Crazy Cards
Promotion.
Third Party Providers of Proposition Player Services are not eligible for this promotion.
Only seated players are eligible for this promotion. Backline bettors are not eligible for
this promotion.

Prize
The prize amount is fixed with a minimum value of $10 and a maximum of $1,000. The prize
shall be paid in the form of casino chips, cash, or check.
Funding
The Crazy Cards Promotion shall be funded from the reserve fund of the Big Bucks Blackjack
Bad Beat Jackpot (GEGA-002439). There shall be no additional fees taken for this gaming
activity. All fee collections and table limits are for the designated base game and are Bureau
approved, pre-determined and posted at each table.
Administrative Fees
There shall be no administrative fee collected by the Hustler Casino for this gaming activity.
No Purchase Necessary
The Crazy Cards Promotion shall be offered to customers who wish to participate for free, on a
general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a
No Purchase Necessary game. The Casino shall provide No Purchase Necessary tables for all
patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity without paying a table fee or placing a
live wager. All advertisement material shall state "No Purchase Necessary" when referencing
the Crazy Cards Promotion. This requirement extends to all forms of advertising including
electronic message boards, computer monitors, posters, and flyers.
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Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: Double Dip Double Jackpot
1.Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Double Dip Double Jackpot
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity: All $2-$4, $3-$6, & $4-$8
Limit Hold’em and Omaha Poker games.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded. The qualifying hand for the jackpot is Aces
Full of Tens or better beaten by 4-of-a-Kind or better. Both of the player’s hole cards must play. At predesignated times, Hustler Casino will double the amount of the jackpot. This applies to the above listed games
that are player funded.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount? The
jackpot is progressive. It increases $100 each day and this amount is added to the jackpot at 12:00 noon. The
progressive will be doubled for the current posted amount. There is no cap to the amount of the jackpot.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. Jackpots and double jackpots are player
funded. The jackpot collection fee is added to the Poker Jackpot Fund, from which the poker jackpots are paid
out of.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. The Double Dip Double Jackpot is funded from the general jackpot fund which is a standard $1
collection that is taken from the pot. If there are fewer than five (5) players dealt in to a game, there will
not be a jackpot collection taken.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. The Hustler Casino
initially seeds the jackpot and they will be re-imbursed when sufficient jackpot funds are available. Once a
jackpot is hit, the number of players rewarded will be determined by the number of players that were dealt in
for that particular hand. At Hustler Casino, it requires a total of five (5) players to qualify to win a jackpot.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron.
a. 40% to the player that receives the losing hand.
b. 20% to the player that produces the winning hand.
c. 40% is split and awarded to the remaining players dealt in the hand.
During designated times, the jackpot prize amount will be doubled, and is distributed according to that specific
jackpot’s rules.
Employees of the Hustler Casino (on or off duty) who are playing are eligible to win the jackpot.

9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. Once a jackpot is won, the jackpot is then reseeded from the Poker Reserve Fund.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. A minimum of five (5) players must be dealt in at the
beginning of the hand to qualify. If less than five (5) players are dealt in, they will only play for the pot, and
there will not be a jackpot collection taken from the pot.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. Hustler Casino does retain an administrative fee to manage the jackpot fund. The casino will take a
$5 per table hour fee from the Poker jackpot fund.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” policy. If a player
wishes to play for our jackpots, we offer this at no cost. They play on our standard poker tables and given chips
with no denomination value. They play as if they were playing any standard poker game. All of the same rules
apply along with the proper number of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Included
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. Standard poker table
equipped with a Deckmate shuffle unit provided by Shuffle Master Inc. A deck of 52 cards.

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, ETC

1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: EZ Poker Jackpot Hands
2. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity: All EZ
Poker games.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: Players receive
bonus payouts based on the quality of the hands they receive. Ranking of hands
are as follows: Royal Flush $300, Straight Flush $200, Any Four-a-kind $100.
Player must use a least one hole card to qualify for bonus payouts.
4.

If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a f"lxed amount. No! The posted bonus hand amounts are fixed.

5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded player funded. This is a house
funded bonus promotion. f \cl, ,\Qf-l ru:i t-\e_
d -<,See e -tY'l<::.LLL ~/2-6
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
example, jackpot fee collection: There is a jackpot fee required of$1.00
7.

Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: There is no seed money for this promotion. The jackpot drop paid by
the player/banker creates a continuous feed to offer bonus hands to our players.

8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: Bonus money is paid that the player that produces
any qualifying mention above in# 3.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: There is no re
seeding necessary for bonus hand pay offs.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
There is no minimum numbers of players required to play this game. A player
may play heads up with our third party provider and still qualify for all bonus
hands.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
for ~p~rati~g the gaming activi!)'. Hustler Casino does retain a small __ Cl
administrative fee to manage the Jackpot fund. , _ (t;--_, e,..,0
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12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a "NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY'' outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots,
we offer this at no cost. The player is placed on our standard EZ Poker table and
given chips with no denomination value and play as if they were playing any
standard GZ. Po KER 9 AM1e. All of the same rules apply as in all EZ Poker game.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: INCLUDED
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE

15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
Standard 8 spot EZ Poker stand up table with a Shuffle Master Deck Mate
shuffler and a 52 card deck.
This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

Date

SECTION III GAMING APPLICATION
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EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Hustler
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004614) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying hands and corresponding prizes.
Jackpot fee required.
The prize amount that shall be awarded and how it shall be distributed between all
eligible players.
Any No Purchase Necessary opportunity.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Eligible Controlled Games
The EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands gaming activity shall be attached to the following Bureau
approved controlled games offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times that this
gaming activity is being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously
approved by the Bureau.
•

EZ Baccarat (GEGA-002822)

Object and Summary
The EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands gaming activity features a fixed jackpot prize. A prize is
awarded to players, who have made a base game wager in a designated Baccarat game, when
a qualifying hand has been obtained. Qualifying hands are determined by cards dealt from the
card shoe, in order, to both the “Player” and “Banker” hands, as detailed below. After the hand
is confirmed, those players who made a base game wager shall receive the posted prize from
the jackpot. If more than one player qualifies for the posted prize, the prize shall be split
amongst qualifying players.
Qualifying Hands
When one of the qualifying hands listed out below is obtained during a round of play, all players
who made a base game wager shall be eligible to win their share of the posted EZ Baccarat
Bonus High Hands progressive prize amount, as shown below. The payout for the posted fixed
amount will be split amongst each qualified player. Only the highest qualifying hand is paid; i.e.
a player winning a higher fixed prize does not also qualify for the lower fixed prizes. Only the
following hands that have been Bureau approved, pre-determined, and designated by the
Casino are eligible.

Hustler Casino
BGC ID: GEGA-004614 (November 2015)
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EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands
Hand
6 picture cards all of the same suit (3 for the
Player and 3 for the Banker)
6 Picture Cards all same color (3 for the Player
and 3 for the Banker)
6 Picture Cards (3 for the Player and 3 for the
Banker)

Prize
$11,000
$3,000
$1,000

Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
gaming activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is no minimum amount of time that must be played by a player in order for them to
qualify for this jackpot.
There is no maximum number of times a player may qualify for this jackpot.
There must be at least two players (one player and the player-dealer) in order for this
game to become eligible for the jackpot.
Employees are eligible for this promotion if they are off duty or if their uniform is covered.
Third Party Providers of Proposition Player Services are not eligible for this promotion.
The person in the player-dealer position is eligible for their portion of the jackpot, as long
as that person is not an employee of the Third Party Providers for Proposition Player
Services.
Only the highest qualifying hand is paid.
Only seated players are eligible to qualify for the jackpot prize payout. Backline bettors
are not eligible.

Prize
The jackpot prize is fixed with a minimum value of $1,000 and a maximum of $11,000. The
jackpot prize shall be paid in the form of casino chips, cash, or check.
Funding
The EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands is player funded through a $1 collection fee, which shall be
taken each hand from the person in the player-dealer position. This fee will be in addition to any
regular collection fees paid. All jackpot fees taken will be placed into a separate drop box affixed
to each qualifying table. The EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands utilizes one jackpot prize pool. The
EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands will be initially seeded by the Hustler Casino in an amount
ranging from $1,000-$10,000. Once there are sufficient monies in the EZ Baccarat Bonus High
Hands fund, the initial seed will be reimbursed to the Casino and shall be documented in the
accounting records. All prizes will be paid from the EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands jackpot prize
pool. If there are insufficient funds in the prize pool to cover prize, Hustler Casino will cover all
shortages, and be reimbursed once there are sufficient funds in the jackpot prize pool.
Administrative Fees
The Hustler Casino shall retain an administrative fee ranging in an amount between $8-$12 per
table hour. The administrative fee shall be used for operation costs and the administration of the
EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands gaming activity.

Hustler Casino
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EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands
No Purchase Necessary
Patrons may participate in EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands promotion at any time and without
paying a collection or a fee. The Asian Games Shift Supervisor, Operations Shift Manager or
designated employee will take a patron expressing a desire to “play” for jackpot prizes to an
empty gaming table. If there are no empty tables, one will be provided within an acceptable
amount of time. The Asian Games Shift Supervisor, Operations Shift Manager or Asian Games
Dealer will then proceed to deal Baccarat hands as dictated by Bureau approved rules. Should
the hand constitute a current “Jackpot Hand” as set forth in the EZ Baccarat Bonus High Hands
rules; the patron will receive the prize indicated for that hand, or if there is more than one NPN
player, the prize will be equally split amongst all NPN players, as would occur in a standard EZ
Baccarat table. The speed of play of the NPN table will, as close as possible, approximate the
speed of play of a live Baccarat gaming table (one hand dealt approximately every 2 minutes).

Hustler Casino
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EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEAR-001190) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, will be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is being
offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods
Qualifying hands
Prize payout structure
The prize amount that will be awarded
Availability of No Purchase Necessary
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot shall be attached to the following Bureau approved
controlled games offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times this gaming activity is
being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by the
Bureau.
•

EZ Baccarat (GEGA-002822)

Object and Summary
The EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot adds an optional $1.00 player-funded progressive and
fixed jackpot elements to the game of EZ Baccarat (GEGA-002822). The EZ Baccarat
Progressive Jackpot considers both the player and banker hands. To begin each round, players
must make their regular base game wager. Players may place any bonus bets along with the
optional jackpot fee of $1.00. Once the house dealer removes all jackpot fees from the table, the
jackpot fees will be dropped into a separate and locked jackpot collection box. The house dealer
then follows standard approved procedures for dealing the base game. A player is NOT
required to place a wager on the Dragon 7 Bonus Bet or the Panda 8 wager in order to be
eligible to place an optional $1.00 jackpot fee on the EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot. This
promotion will be available at predetermined dates and times posted in the Casino. When a
winning hand is confirmed, the player with the qualifying jackpot hand will receive the
progressive jackpot prize or a fixed prize, depending on the winning qualifying hand.
1. “Hockey Puck” discs will be attached to the table in front of each betting position. These
discs have a sensor and will detect when a casino chip is placed on them. Players must
place the jackpot fee on the sensor. The sensor will then light up.
2. Once all players have placed their base wagers and optional jackpot fees, the house
dealer will press “Start Game” on the keypad. The sensors will then light up, indicating
participation in the progressive jackpot gaming activity. The house dealer will then
remove all jackpot fees from the table. The jackpot fees will be dropped into a separate
and locked jackpot collection box and accounted for separately.

Hustler Casino
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EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot
Qualifying Hands
Only hands that have been Bureau approved and predetermined and designated by the Casino
are eligible. Patrons will be provided with ample advance notice of what the qualifying hands
are, as well as the requirements for completing the qualifying hands. Furthermore, the qualifying
hands will be displayed prominently within the Casino at all times the EZ Baccarat Progressive
Jackpot is being offered for play.
Players that make one of the advertised qualifying hands, as shown below, will be eligible to win
their share of the posted prize amount, according to the payout options, as shown below. All
qualifying progressive and fixed hands must be offered together at all times.
Qualifying Hand

Dragon 7 - Player 0 Suited

Qualifying Hand

Dragon 7 - Player 0 Same Color

Progressive Hand

Description
The banker hand wins with a three-card total of 7 points
and the player hand totals 0. All cards in the banker hand
must be the same suit. All cards in the player hand must
be the same suit.
Example: All cards in the banker hand are spades and all
cards in the player hand are hearts. Or all cards in both
the banker and player hands are all spades.
Fixed Hand

Description
The banker hand wins with a three-card total of 7 points
and the player hand totals 0. All cards in the banker hand
must be the same color. All cards in the player hand
must be the same color.
Example: All cards in the banker hand are red and all
cards in the player hand are black. Or all cards in both
the banker and player hands are all red.

Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
gaming activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is no time requirement for how long a game must be played in order to be eligible
for an EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot payout.
There is no limit to the number of times a player may win the EZ Baccarat Progressive
Jackpot during a promotional period.
A player must make a base game wager in order to be eligible for this jackpot.
A minimum of two players, a player and a player-dealer, are required in order for the
table to be eligible to participate in the EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot.
A player can qualify for the jackpot regardless of the outcome of the base game.
Casino employees are eligible for the EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot when they are
off duty and out of uniform.
Tournament games do not qualify for the EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot.
Backline bettors are not eligible for this promotion.
The player-dealer position is not eligible for the promotion.

Hustler Casino
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EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot
•

Third-Party Providers of Proposition Player Services (TPPPS) are not eligible for this
promotion.

Prize
The progressive qualifying hand is paid 100% of the progressive jackpot amount shown on the
progressive meter, which will range from $1,000 to no limit, based on the amount collected from
jackpot fees. All other qualifying hands are paid a fixed amount from the reserve fund, which will
be $250. Fixed prize amounts do not get deducted from the amount shown on the meter.
In the event more than one progressive qualifying hand is hit during the same round, all winning
players will share, in equal amounts, the posted progressive prize amount.
•

In the event there is an odd number of chips, the extra dollar will be awarded to the
patron who received action on the hand first according to the game rules.

All monies collected and paid out will be tracked both electronically and on a hand written log
that will be maintained by the gambling establishment, for examination by regulatory and law
enforcement personnel. There is no cap to the jackpot.
A casino representative will pay all prizes. Once the proper paperwork has been filled out, the
casino representative will pay the winner(s) in live casino chips. The payouts will not be made
from the house dealer’s tray; the live casino chips will come from the cage.
Prize Payout Structure
Players that make one of the advertised qualifying hands, as shown above, will be eligible to win
their share of the posted EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot prize amounts, according to the
payout option as shown below. Patrons will be provided with ample advance notice of the prize
payout being offered for play. Furthermore, it will be displayed prominently within the Casino at
all times the EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot is being offered for play.
Qualifying Hand
Dragon 7 - Player 0 - Suited
Dragon 7 - Player 0 - Same Color

Payout
100% of Progressive
$250

Funding
The EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot is a player-funded jackpot with both fixed and progressive
elements, which is funded by an optional $1.00 jackpot fee. The Casino will initially seed the
jackpot at a minimum of $1,000 to a maximum of $100,000. Once there are sufficient monies in
the EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot reserve fund, the initial seed will be reimbursed to the
Casino from the reserve fund and will be documented in the accounting records.
After the progressive jackpot is hit, it will be re-seeded from the reserve fund at an amount
between $1,000 and $100,000. In addition, this reserve fund will payout all fixed prize amounts.
In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the Casino will make up any shortfall. Once there are
sufficient monies in the reserve fund, the re-seed amount, up to the amount that the Casino
funded, will be reimbursed to the Casino from the reserve fund and will be documented in the
accounting records. All increases and decreases to the EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot
reserve fund will be documented in the accounting records.
Each $1.00 jackpot fee will be broken down as follows:

Hustler Casino
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EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot
a. $0.15 will be immediately posted on the meter.
b. $0.85 will be tracked in a reserve fund.
Administrative Fees
The Casino will retain an administrative fee ranging in an amount between $1 and $12, taken
per table per hour. The administrative fee will be taken from the reserve fund. The fee will cover
the cost associated with the complicated computer system and program in addition to
technicians having to service the systems.
No Purchase Necessary
The EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot will be offered to customers who wish to participate for
free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions. The Casino will provide No
Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity
without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material will state "No
Purchase Necessary" when referencing the EZ Baccarat Progressive Jackpot. This requirement
extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors,
posters, and flyers.
Equipment
The electronic software and digital reader related to and used in conjunction with this gaming
activity has been tested, approved, and certified by the Gaming Laboratories International, LLC
(GLI). If there is a malfunction or the digital reader breaks, the jackpot will not be offered.
•
•
•

•
•

When a player has a progressive qualifying hand, the house dealer will press the
appropriate hand button on the keypad.
The house dealer will then contact a supervisor.
Once a supervisor verifies the progressive win, the supervisor will press the confirm
button. To complete the action, a supervisor or executive card (depending on jackpot
level) swipe is required. This records the win onto the Game Manager computer and
adjusts the meter appropriately for the prize won. House procedures are then followed
for paying the prize. (Reviewing the monitor connected to the Game Manager will show
the prize amount to be paid, and pressing the “money bag” icon will print a win page,
which can be used to help record the payout for accounting).
When the house dealer reconciles all action, they press “END GAME.” This resets the
system to begin the next hand.
Once the supervisor or executive card (depending on jackpot level) is swiped the prize is
logged into Game Manager.
o If the progressive pay needs to be backed out (voided) at this point, the prize will
need to be manually backed out using the Game Manager manual adjustment
feature.

Hustler Casino
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Feeding Frenzy Food Bonus
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004447) shall be referenced on
all advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not limited to
the following, shall be prominently displayed in The Hustler Casino at all times the
gaming activity is being offered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The date(s) and time(s) the gaming activity shall be offered.
Eligible games.
Requirements for qualifying hands.
Qualifying hands and corresponding coupon prize amount.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other applicable restrictions.

Eligible Controlled Game
The Feeding Frenzy Food Bonus shall be attached to the following Bureau approved
controlled games offered at the Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times that this
gaming activity is being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as
previously approved by the Bureau.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pai Gow Poker (GEGA-003148)
No Bust 21st Century Blackjack 4.0a (GEGA-000114)
EZ Baccarat (GEGA-002608)
Caribbean Stud Poker (GEGA-001502)
Three Card Poker (GEGA-002593)
Ultimate Texas Hold’em (GEGA-003841)
Pai Gow Tiles (GEGA-001061)
Super Pan 9 (GEGA-001492)
Omaha (GEGA-001489)
Omaha Hi-Lo 8 or better (GEGA-001490)
Lowball (GEGA-001498)
Kansas City Lowball (GEGA-001499)
Draw Poker Jacks or Better (GEGA-001500)
Mexican Poker (GEGA-001501)
Pineapple Poker (GEGA-001509)
Texas Stud Poker (GEGA-001949)

Rules of Play
The Feeding Frenzy Food Bonus will award a player with a voucher for free/or
substantially discounted food from Hustler Casino’s food menu when the player makes a
designated qualifying hand, as shown below, for a specific controlled eligible game
during the posted promotional period.

Hustler Casino
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Feeding Frenzy Food Bonus
Qualifying Hands
Players that make any of the following advertised qualifying hands shall be eligible to win
one coupon for the Feeding Frenzy Food Bonus, as shown below. Only winning hands
that have been Bureau approved, pre-determined, and designated by the Hustler Casino
are eligible. In games that utilize hole cards, winning hands must use two hole cards.
The qualifying hands for the Feeding Frenzy Bonus are as follows:
Game
Pai Gow Poker
No Bust 21st
Century Blackjack
4.0a
Three Card Poker
EZ Baccarat
Caribbean Stud
Poker
Ultimate Texas
Hold’em
Pai Gow Tiles
Super Pan 9
Poker Games

Designated Hand
Pair in Front and Three Tens or better behind

Coupon Amount

5-8 Card 21, 6+7+8 Card 21 and 7+7+7 Card
21
Queen High Flush or better
Designated Tie Hands 1-1 to 9-9
Four of a Kind of better

$10 -$50

Queen High Flush or better
Nine and Gong or better
Same Color 3 Card 9 with no picture
Four of a Kind or better

Eligibility
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at an above
listed controlled game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated and
posted for the gaming activity.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is no limit on the amount of times a player can win the promotion in a time
period.
Multiple coupons can be combined together for a higher value of food item(s).
Coupons are transferable.
Players qualify regardless of whether he/she wins, loses, or ties his/her hand
during the play of a eligible controlled game as long as he/she plays through the
final betting round and does not fold.
Tournament players are not eligible for the Feeding Frenzy Food Bonus
promotion.
Casino employees are not eligible on and off duty and in and out of uniform for
this promotion.
There are no restrictions on the number of players required to be playing in a
Poker and/or California game in order for players to be eligible to accrue time.
Backline bettors are eligible for this promotion and win the same amount of
coupon as the live player.
Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services, as defined in Section 19984
of the California Business and Professions Code, are not eligible for this
promotion.
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Feeding Frenzy Food Bonus
Prize
The corresponding posted value of a food coupon will be awarded to players who make
qualifying hands in any of the eligible controlled games. Food coupons will be in an
amount ranging from $10-$50 for food items offered at the Hustler Casino.
Funding
This promotion will be funded by Hustler’s player funded Jackpots. The promotion is
funded from the reserve accounts of the following jackpots that correspond to the
applicable game played and qualifying hand achieved. There will be no extra collection
or fees of any kind assessed to the players.
Game
All Poker Games
No Bust 21st Century Blackjack 4.0a
EZ Baccarat
Ultimate Texas Hold’em
Three Card Poker
Pai Gow Tiles
Pai Gow Poker
Super Pan 9
Caribbean Stud Poker

Funding Jackpot Reserve
Mega Poker Jackpot Fund (GEGA-003500)
Blackjack Bonus Hands (GEGA-000268)
Baccarat Bonys Hands (GEGA-002608)
Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive
Jackpot(GEGA-003841)
Three Card Poker Progressive Jackpot
(GEGA-002593)
Pai Gow Tiles Bad Beat Jackpot
(GEGA-001513)
Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive Jackpot
(GEGA-003148)
Super Pan 9 Jackpot (GEGA-002664)
Caribbean Stud Jackpot Hands
(GEGA-000271)

Administrative Fee
There shall be no additional fee collected by the casino for this promotion.
No Purchase Necessary
A NPN player will ask a floor person to participate, on a no purchase necessary basis,
for one of the posted qualifying hands and corresponding game. Within a reasonable
amount of time, the casino will have a gaming table ready for this purpose. There will be
no live wagering at this table. If it is just the NPN patron, the dealer will deal the cards
and simulate a full game where the player will play his hand and the dealer (or another
casino employee if available) will monitor and play the remaining hands. The dealer will
deal and simulate a full game so as to give the NPN player the best chance of receiving
a qualifying hand. If a NPN patron receives a qualifying hand, they will be awarded with
the corresponding food coupon amount for that qualifying hand and game. The NPN
player shall not be limited to the amount or time of play; it will be unrestricted as long as
the casino is open during their normal business hours.

Hustler Casino
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Food Reward Program
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004479) shall be referenced on
all advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not limited to
the following, shall be prominently displayed in The Hustler Casino at all times the
gaming activity is being offered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The date(s) and time(s) the gaming activity shall be offered.
The prize(s) offered for meeting the requirements of the gaming activity.
The time required to play in order to earn food.
How time will be tracked.
Procedures for players having their card scanned.
Any other applicable restrictions.

Eligible Controlled Games
The Food Reward Program shall be attached to all Bureau approved California and
Poker controlled games offered at the Hustler Casino at all times that the gaming activity
is being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as approved by the
Bureau.
Rules of Play
The promotion will allow a player to eat for free/or at a substantially discounted rate from
a selected menu when they play for a qualifying period of time, which is tracked through
their Player Rewards Card (GEGA-003603) or on a log if they do not have a players’
rewards card. In all instances, patrons shall be provided with ample advance notice of
the amount of time that a player must play in order to be eligible for the “Player’s Menu.”
Furthermore, the time requirements and “Player’s Menu” shall be displayed prominently
within The Hustler Casino at all times this gaming activity is being offered for play.
Eligibility Requirements
All players who wish to participate will be tracked by a casino employee. Once a player
has played a pre-designated and posted time period ranging from 10 minutes to 4 hours,
their time will be verified and then they will be awarded by eating for free/or at a
substantially discounted rate from the “Player’s Menu” during their time of play. A player
may qualify for this promotion a maximum of three times within a 24 hour period.

•
•

•
•

A player may qualify for this promotion a maximum of three times within a 24hour period.
Time will be tracked by each minute of play and may be added together as a
running total through the 24-hour period. However, all time accrued during a 24hour period will expire after that period and may not be carried over from one 24hour period to another 24-hour period.
Player’s time will be tracked by the Casino through a log and through the Players
Reward Program (GEGA-003603).
Time accrued may only be used by the player that earned it; it is nontransferrable.
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Food Reward Program

•
•
•

•
•

Tournament players are not eligible to receive discounted and/or free items from
the “Player’s Menu.”
Casino employees are eligible while off duty and out of uniform, but are ineligible
during the time they are on duty and working.
There are no restrictions on the number of players required to be playing in a
Poker and/or California game in order for players to be eligible to accrue time.
However, for California games, only seated players are eligible to accrue time
and order off the “Player’s Menu”.
Backline bettors are not eligible for this promotion.
Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services, as defined in Section 19984
of the California Business and Professions Code, are not eligible for this
promotion.

Prize
The prize will be allowing a player to eat a menu item for free/or at a substantially
discounted rate from a selected “Player’s Menu.” For players that complete the time
requirement, certain items on the “Player’s Menu” with a value of $1 - $25 will be offered
for free and items on the menu with a value of $5 - $50 will be offered at a discounted
price.
Funding
This promotion will be solely funded by the Hustler Casino. There will be no extra
collection or fees of any kind assessed to the players.
No Purchase Necessary
The Food Reward Program does not contain the element of chance. Therefore, it does
not constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary table to
be offered while conducting this gaming activity.
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*Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive is owned, patented and/or copyrighted by SHFL Entertainment, Inc. Please
note that the Bureau is making the details of this game available to the public as required by subdivision (g) of
Business and Professions Code section 19826, but the posting does not waive any rights to the game content which
may be held by Owner. The terms of any agreement with Owner are to be negotiated between the gambling
establishment and Owner, and any dispute or asserted breach related thereto are private matters which will not be
resolved by the Bureau.

Advertising Requirements
The Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID for this gaming activity shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to the Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not limited to
the following, shall be displayed conspicuously and prominently in the Casino at all
times:
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying hands and corresponding prize amounts.
Gaming activity collection fees.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Rules of Play
1. Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive gaming activity shall be attached to all limits and
versions of the currently approved games offered at the Casino, listed below.
•

Fortune Pai Gow Poker- GEGA-002516

All base game rules shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau.
2. Fortune Pai Gow Poker progressive considers the best hand possible among each
individual player’s cards.
3. To begin each round, players must make their regular base game wager. They may
optionally place any bonus bet wagers along with the jackpot fee of $1.00. A minimum
of two players are required to play for the progressive jackpot.
4. “Hockey Puck” discs will be attached to the table in front of each betting position. These
discs have a sensor and will detect when a casino chip is placed on them. Players must
place the optional jackpot fee on the sensor. The sensor will then light up.
5. Once all players place their bets and/or jackpot fee, the house dealer will press “Coin In”
on the keypad. The sensors will then light up, indicating participation in the progressive
jackpot. The house dealer will then remove all jackpot fees from the table. The jackpot
fees shall be dropped into a separate and locked jackpot collection box and accounted
for separately.
Hustler Casino
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6. The house dealer then follows standard approved procedures for dealing the base
game. All seven cards will be considered with the 5 card and 2 card hand. A player can
qualify for the jackpot element of the game regardless of the outcome of the base game.
7. Progressive Winners:
a. A 7 Card Straight Flush (No Joker) is paid 100% of the progressive jackpot
amount shown on the progressive meter.
b. A 7 Card Straight Flush (w/Joker) is paid 25% of the progressive jackpot amount
shown on the progressive meter.
c. All other hands are paid from the reserve fund. They do not get deducted from
the amount shown on the meter. In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the
casino will make up any shortfall.
d. In the event more than one progressive meter pay or any other qualifying hand
hits during the same round, all winning players will be paid the posted
progressive prize or the posted fixed amount. When more than one progressive
meter pay hits, one progressive pay will be paid from the meter and the others
will be paid from the reserve fund. In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the
casino will make up any shortfall. All hands will be paid the posted prize.
e. When a player has a progressive winner, the dealer shall press the appropriate
hand button on the keypad.
f. The house dealer shall then contact the floor person.
g. Once the casino verifies the progressive win, the floor person shall insert the key
and rotate it to “JPH” and then press “J-pot” button. This records the win onto
the Game Manager. House procedures are then followed for paying the prize.
h. Returning the key to the “Run” position will restore normal operation of the table,
and adjust the meter appropriately for the prize won.
i. When the house dealer reconciles all action (on behalf of the player/dealer),
he/she presses “Game Over.” This resets the system to begin the next hand.
j. Once the “J-pot” button is pressed, the prize is logged into Game Manager.
8. All monies collected and paid out shall be tracked both electronically and on a
hand written log that shall be maintained , by the gambling enterprise, for
examination by regulatory and law enforcement personnel.
9. All fixed payouts will be paid by a Casino floor person. Once the proper paperwork has
been filled out, the floor person will pay the winner(s) in casino chips. The payouts will
not be made from the Casino dealer’s tray. All fixed payouts will be deducted from the
amount in the reserve fund.
10. The Casino will initially seed the jackpot at $1,000.00. Once there are sufficient monies
in the Fortune Pai Gow Poker jackpot fund, the initial seed will be reimbursed to the
Casino and shall be documented in the accounting records. After the progressive
jackpot is hit it will be re-seeded by the reserve fund as designated in the paytable
chosen. It will be reseeded at $1,000.00. The progressive prize pool shall increase
daily based solely on the number of jackpot collection fees placed and collected each
day. Furthermore, there is no cap on this progressive prize pool.
Hustler Casino
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11. Each $1.00 jackpot fee paid by a player will be broken down as follows:
a. $0.14 will be immediately posted on the meter.
b. $0.71 will be tracked in a reserve fund. The reserve fund will be utilized to
immediately reseed the metered progressive jackpot prize at $1,000. In addition
this reserve fund will payout all fixed amounts.
c. $0.15 will be retained by the Casino as an administrative fee.
12. The eligibility requirements are as follows:
• Only seated players, who are dealt a designated hand, are eligible for payouts.
• Back-line bettors or not eligible to place a jackpot collection fee or receive the
prize amount for a qualifying hand.
• Casino employees are eligible for the Fortune Pai Gow Poker prize only when off
duty.
• A Third-Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to
place a jackpot collection fee and become eligible for the Fortune Pai Gow Poker
Progressive gaming activity when either in the player-dealer or player capacity.
13. The Fortune Pai Gow Poker Progressive gaming activity shall be offered for free, on a
general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate
in a No Purchase Necessary (NPN) game. The Casino shall provide NPN tables for all
patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity without paying a table fee or
placing a live wager. The NPN player shall adhere to all rules as the live player. All
advertisements shall state ANo Purchase Necessary@ for the Fortune Pai Gow Poker
Progressive gaming activity.
14. Each Cardroom licensee must specify which paytable they would like approved.
The associated breakdown of the $1.00 collection fee, and Seed and Re-seed
amounts will be applied based on the paytable chosen. The prize distribution
options are as follows:
Hand
Paytable 3
7 Card Natural Straight Flush
100% of Posted Prize
7 Card Wild Straight Flush
25% of Posted Prize
5 of a Kind
$1,000
Royal Flush
$300
Straight Flush
$125
4 of a Kind
$50
Associated Breakdown of $1.00 Collection Fee
Progressive Meter
$0.14
Reserve Fund & Fixed Payouts
$0.71
Administrative Fee
$0.15
15. The electronic software and digital reader related to and used in conjunction with this
jackpot, which is used on each table eligible for this jackpot, has been tested, approved,
and certified by the Gaming Laboratories International, LLC (GLI).
Hustler Casino
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Gift Card Reward Program
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The Casino may advertise various names for this program. Should the Casino advertise
a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004496) shall be referenced on all advertisements
relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not limited to
the following, shall be displayed conspicuously and prominently in The Casino at all
times the gaming activity is being offered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The date(s) and time(s) the gaming activity shall be offered.
The prize(s) offered for meeting the requirements of the gaming activity.
Time required in order to earn a gift card.
How time will be tracked.
Procedures for players redeeming their time.
Any other applicable restrictions.

Eligible Controlled Games
The Gift Card Reward Program shall be attached to all Bureau approved California
Games offered at the Hustler Casino at all times that the gaming activity is being offered
for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as approved by the Bureau.
Object and Summary
Based on customer demand and industry trends the Hustler Casino proposes to add a
gaming activity for all currently approved California games. The promotion will allow a
player to receive a promotional gift card when they play for a qualifying period of time. In
all instances, patrons shall be provided with ample advance notice of the amount of time
that a player must play in order to be eligible for the gift card. Furthermore, the time
requirements and gift card information shall be displayed prominently within The Casino
at all times this gaming activity is being offered for play.
Eligibility Requirements
• The time that a player must play at a table or game will range from 1 hour up to 4
hours, as pre-determined and designated by the Hustler Casino. This time
requirement shall be the same for all players.
• All players who participate in this promotion will have their time tracked by a
casino employee.
• A player may qualify for this promotion a maximum of one time within a 24-hour
period.
• Time will be tracked by hour of play and may be added together as a running
total through the 24-hour period. However, all time accrued during a 24-hour
period will expire after that period and may not be carried over from one 24-hour
period to another 24-hour period. A 24 hour period starts at 12:00 am and runs
until 11:59 p.m. the same day.
• Player’s time will be tracked by the Casino through a Log or through the Players
Reward Program (GEGA-003603). If a player does not wish to have a Player
Rewards Card, their time will be tracked on a log.
• Time accrued is non-transferrable and may only be used by the player that
earned it.
Hustler Casino
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Gift Card Reward Program

•
•
•
•

Tournament games are not eligible for the promotion.
Casino employees are not eligible to participate in this promotion while on or off
duty.
This promotion is restricted to California game players. There are no restrictions
on the number of players required to be playing in a California game in order for
players to be eligible to accrue time.
Third Party Providers of Proposition Player Services, as defined in Section 19984
of the California Business and Professions Code, are not eligible for this
promotion.

Prize
Players who qualify for this promotion will receive a gift card (Costco, Bloomingdales,
Macy’s, Target, etc.) ranging in value from $5-$200.
Funding
This promotion will be solely funded by the Hustler Casino. There will be no extra
collection or fees of any kind assessed to the players.
No Purchase Necessary
The Gift Card Reward Program does not contain the element of chance. Therefore, it
does not constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary
table to be offered while conducting this gaming activity.
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High Hand Giveaway Promotion
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEAR-001122) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible game(s)
Eligible time period(s)
Minimum qualifying hand restrictions
Prize value and cap value
o Match Play Coupons (GEGA-000267)
o Gift Certificates (GEGA-004460)
In the event two or more players have the exact qualifying hand at the end of the
promotional period, the prize will be split equally among the players
Availability of No Purchase Necessary
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The High Hand Giveaway Promotion shall be attached to the following Bureau approved
controlled games offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times this gaming activity is
being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by the
Bureau.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7-Card Stud (GEGA-001495)
7-Card Stud Hi-Low (GEGA-001496)
Mexican Poker (GEGA-001501)
Omaha (GEGA-001489)
Omaha Hi-Lo 8 or Better (GEGA-001490)
Pineapple (GEGA-001509)
Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001507)
Texas Stud Poker (GEGA-001949)

Object and Summary
During a pre-determined and posted time period, the player who obtains one of the posted
qualifying hands shall win a pre-determined and posted progressive prize ranging in value from
$10 to $100,000 and will be paid out in live casino chips, cash, merchandise, vouchers (GEGA000267), and/or gift certificates (GEGA-004460).
Qualifying Hands
A player who achieves one of the qualifying hands shall be awarded with the posted prize
amount for that qualifying hand. A list of qualifying hands and prizes shall be prominently
displayed within Hustler Casino at all times when the High Hand Giveaway Promotion is being
offered for play. If the qualifying hand is not achieved within the promotional period, that prize
will be available until achieved, but will remain fixed as posted, at the time the promotions end.

Hustler Casino
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High Hand Giveaway Promotion
In order to qualify for the promotion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Texas Hold’em games, the player dealt a qualifying hand must use both of their hole
cards and must have a pocket pair to qualify for quads.
In Pineapple games, the player dealt a qualifying hand must use the remaining two of
their three facedown cards and must have a pocket pair to qualify for quads.
In Omaha and Omaha Hi-Lo 8 or Better games, the player dealt a qualifying hand must
have a pocket pair in order to qualify for quads
In stud format games (7-Card Stud, 7-Card Stud Hi-Low, Mexican Poker, and Texas
Stud Poker), the player dealt a qualifying hand may use one, two, three, or all four (when
applicable) hole cards.
In Texas Hold’em, Pineapple, and Omaha, players must use two hole cards in order to
qualify for straight flushes and royal flushes.
The player with a qualifying hand that meets all the eligibility requirements, must have
their hand verified by a casino representative.
All qualifying hands within a chart must be offered together at all times. The qualifying
hands are as follows (each qualifying hand listed will have a prize amount ranging from
$10 and $100,000 in which qualifying players are eligible to win):
High Hand Giveaway Qualifying Hands
Qualifying Hand
Prize Amount
Royal Flush
$10 to $100,000
Straight Flush
$10 to $100,000
Quads
$10 to $100,000

Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
gaming activity.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

A player is eligible to win this promotion by making one of the posted qualifying hands
during the posted times of this promotion.
A minimum of three players must be dealt into a game in order for the table to qualify for
the promotion.
There is no minimum length of time for patrons to play in order to be eligible for this
promotion.
In order to be eligible for the promotion, players with qualifying hands must play through
the flop.
o In games without a flop (i.e. 7 card stud), players would need to have a complete 5
card hand to qualify.
Players do not have to win the hand in order to be eligible for the promotional prize.
All qualifying hands must be verified by a casino representative in order to be eligible.
Any deviation from a standard deck will nullify the hand.
In the event, that one or more players at a table would have the same qualifying hands
(ex: straight flushes), only the highest hand will be paid out.
In the event that multiple players have qualifying hands (ex: all qualifying hands are
present in the game) each player will be paid the promotional prize.
In the event two or more players have the exact same qualifying hand at the same time
in a stud format game, the prize will be split evenly among the players. If the prize is a
non-cash item, then the cash value of the prize will be split among those players.
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High Hand Giveaway Promotion
•
•
•
•
•

Players are eligible to participate in other gaming activities and promotions that are
being concurrently run.
There is no limit to the number of times a player may win a prize through this promotion.
Casino employees are eligible to participate in this promotion, on or off duty and in or out
of uniform.
All tournament games (GEGA-002619) are eligible to participate in this promotion.
All procedures, times, and prize amounts shall be prominently displayed via any form of
advertisement that Hustler Casino wishes to use, including but not limited to printed
flyers, digital display, the casino website, or any other form of advertisement.

Prize
The High Hand Giveaway Promotion features progressive prize amounts of $10 to 100,000 paid
in the form of live casino chips, cash, merchandise, vouchers (Match Play Coupons (GEGA000267)), and/or gift certificates (GEGA-004460). Each progressive prize will start at $10 and
will increase regularly by a predetermined and posted amount (paid by the Casino) until a
qualifying hand is achieved.
Example: Every 24 hours the Straight Flush, Royal Flush, and Quads progressive prizes will
increase by $100 and the updated prize amounts will be updated on all promotion literature.
Each progressive prize will have a cap of $100,000, however the cap may be lowered as
determined based on different promotional periods and will be advertised by Hustler Casino
throughout the gaming floor and in all literature promoting such an event. In addition, once the
value of the cap has been decided and posted for a promotional period, the cap can not be
modified until a new promotional period has begun. The actual prize amounts shall depend on
how many days have transpired as well as how much money the Casino has added to the
progressive prizes. Players who achieve a progressive prize qualifying hand shall receive 100%
of the posted prize.
Once a qualifying hand has been made, that prize amount will be taken off the display board
and the display board will remain at zero until the entire board is updated, at a regularly and
predetermined time.
•
•

Prize(s) will be paid immediately to the player at the table once it has been verified by
the casino representative. Prizes will be paid from the cage and then brought to the
table.
In the event of an odd number of chips being split between an even number of players,
the casino would add the minimum amount of extra money to be able to split the prize
evenly among the players.

Funding
The High Hand Giveaway Promotion is fully funded by Hustler Casino.
Administrative Fees
The Hustler Casino shall not retain an administrative fee for this promotion as it is house
funded.

Hustler Casino
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High Hand Giveaway Promotion
No Purchase Necessary
The High Hand Giveaway Promotion shall be offered to customers who wish to participate for
free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions. The Casino shall provide No
Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity
without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material shall state "No
Purchase Necessary" when referencing the High Hand Giveaway Promotion. This requirement
extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors,
posters, and flyers.
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Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROM
SUBMITTING: Holiday Weekend Cash Giveaway
I.Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Holiday Weekend Cash Giveaway
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. All Hustler Table Games
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded. A cash prize from $100 to $1,000 is given
away every other hour beginning at 2:00p.m. to 12:00 midnight for the three (3) day weekend. The winner is
chosen using the "lucky table, lucky seat " promotion. See attached.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount: These
are predetermined set amounts that do not increase throughout the promotion.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. The promotion will be house funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. No special fee will be collected to fund the promotion.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. This is not a jackpot
promotion and does not require re-seeding of any amount.

8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Using the "lucky table, lucky seat" promotion, an individual will be chosen as the winner after the
Shift Manager has determined that the patron was actively participating in the game chosen by the "lucky
table, lucky seat" promotion.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. This promotion is not a jackpot and does not
require a re-seeding.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. Players are chosen from active gaming tables. All
California Games (1) player and One (1) player/dealer to qualify. All Poker games require a minimum of five
(5) participants to qualify.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. Hustler Casino does not retain an administrative fee for this promotion.
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12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any bve wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a "NO PURCHASE NECESSARY" outline. If a player
wishes to play for our promotions, we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the proper
number of hours to qualify.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Not yet developed.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. All Hustler gaming tables.
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LUCKY TABLE-LUCKY SEAT
All promotions using the "Lucky Table - Lucky Seat" system adheres to the following
procedures.
•

A bingo type cage is filled with bingo balls marked with the table numbers of all
active gaming tables.

•

During the designated times, The Hustler Casino Shift Manager will spin the cage
containing the bingo balls and determine the winning table number.

•

The Shift Manager will go to the designated table and have in his/her possession
nine (9) cards. The ace will be considered seat #1 and all other numerical values
will represent a seat at the table. (Ace through 9 for Poker, Ace through 8 for Cal.
Games).

•

The Shift Manager will remove cards that correspond to any empty seats at that
particular table.

•

The Shift Manager will shuffle the remaining cards and spread them face down on
the table.

•

The Shift Manager will then choose one card and turn the card over revealing the
designated seat that will win the cash prize.

ight
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Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: Holiday Weekend Cash Giveaway
1.Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Holiday Weekend Cash Giveaway
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. All Hustler Table Games
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded. A cash prize from $100 to $1,000 is given
away every other hour beginning at 2:00p.m. to 12:00 midnight for the three (3) day weekend. The winner is
chosen using the “lucky table, lucky seat “ promotion. See attached.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount: These
are predetermined set amounts that do not increase throughout the promotion.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. The promotion will be house funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. No special fee will be collected to fund the promotion.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. This is not a jackpot
promotion and does not require re-seeding of any amount.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Using the “lucky table, lucky seat” promotion, an individual will be chosen as the winner after the
Shift Manager has determined that the patron was actively participating in the game chosen by the “lucky
table, lucky seat” promotion.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. This promotion is not a jackpot and does not
require a re-seeding.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. Players are chosen from active gaming tables. All
California Games (1) player and One (1) player/dealer to qualify. All Poker games require a minimum of five
(5) participants to qualify.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. Hustler Casino does not retain an administrative fee for this promotion.

12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” outline. If a player
wishes to play for our promotions, we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the proper
number of hours to qualify.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Not yet developed.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. All Hustler gaming tables.

LUCKY TABLE - LUCKY SEAT
All promotions using the “Lucky Table – Lucky Seat” system adheres to the following
procedures.
•

A bingo type cage is filled with bingo balls marked with the table numbers of all
active gaming tables.

•

During the designated times, The Hustler Casino Shift Manager will spin the cage
containing the bingo balls and determine the winning table number.

•

The Shift Manager will go to the designated table and have in his/her possession
nine (9) cards. The ace will be considered seat #1 and all other numerical values
will represent a seat at the table. (Ace through 9 for Poker, Ace through 8 for Cal.
Games).

•

The Shift Manager will remove cards that correspond to any empty seats at that
particular table.

•

The Shift Manager will shuffle the remaining cards and spread them face down on
the table.

•

The Shift Manager will then choose one card and turn the card over revealing the
designated seat that will win the cash prize.

Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEAR-001204) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods
Qualifying hands and the restrictions for those hands
Prize payout structure
Jackpot prize amount
Availability of No Purchase Necessary
Requirement of a Player Rewards Card (GEGA-003603) in order to be eligible for the
Room Share
Daily amount added to the progressive prize pool
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot shall be attached to the following
Bureau approved controlled games offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times this
gaming activity is being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously
approved by the Bureau.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Omaha (GEGA-001489)
Omaha Hi-Lo 8 or Better (GEGA-001490)
Seven Card Stud (GEGA-001495)
Seven Card Stud Hi-Low (GEGA-001496)
Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001507)
Pineapple (GEGA-001509)

Object and Summary
The Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot utilizes a player funded progressive
prize pool, which will be funded by a mandatory $1 jackpot fee that shall be taken per hand from
the pot after the flop. A prize is awarded to players participating in a jackpot game when a
designated second hand is beaten by a better qualifying hand at the showdown. When the
winning and losing hands are confirmed, those players with the qualifying jackpot hands shall
receive the posted percentage of the progressive jackpot prize. Additionally, a posted
percentage of the jackpot prize, referred to as the table share, shall be evenly distributed among
all other players at the qualifying table who have participated in the designated game, as shown
below. A posted percentage of the jackpot prize, referred to as the room share, shall also be
evenly distributed among all players in the Casino playing at an eligible table when the jackpot
is awarded. In all instances, patrons shall be provided with ample advance notice of the rules
and restrictions in order to qualify for the Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive
Jackpot.
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Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot
Qualifying Hands
Players that make one of the following advertised hands shall be eligible to win their share of
each of the Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot prize amounts, as shown
below. The qualifying hands shall regress weekly at predetermined times as posted and
advertised. Only winning and losing hands that have been Bureau approved and predetermined
and designated by the Hustler Casino are eligible. In games that utilize hole cards, both hole
cards must be used when making a Straight Flush. In addition, when making Quads or a Full
House, players must have a pocket pair. Furthermore, the qualifying hand chart shall be
displayed prominently via printed flyers, digital display, or any other form of advertisements.
Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot Qualifying Hand Chart
Qualifying Period
Losing Hand
Winning Hand
Week 1
10 High Straight Flush or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Week 2
9 High Straight Flush or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Week 3
8 High Straight Flush or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Week 4
7 High Straight Flush or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Week 5
6 High Straight Flush or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Week 6
5 High Straight Flush or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 7-8
Quad Aces or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 9-10
Quad Kings or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 11-12
Quad Queens or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 13-14
Quad Jacks or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 15-16
Quad 10s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 17-18
Quad 9s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 19-20
Quad 8s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 21-22
Quads 7s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 23-24
Quads 6s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 25-26
Quads 5s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 27-28
Quads 4s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 29-30
Quads 3s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 31-32
Quads 2s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Weeks 33+
Aces Full of 10s or Better
Higher Ranking Hand
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•

A minimum of four active players are required to be dealt in during a qualifying game in
order for the players and the table to qualify for the jackpot.
Players must have played at least one hand at the current table in order to be eligible.
In order to be eligible for the table share, a player must not have missed the prior hand.
In order to be eligible for the room share, a player must not have a missed blind button.
In games that utilize hole cards, both hole cards must be used when making a Straight
Flush. In addition, when making Quads or a Full House, players must have a pocket
pair.
The losing hand, winning hand, and table shares shall be paid in live casino chips. The
room share shall be paid in Hustler Bucks (GEGA-003603). If a player does not want to
sign up for a Player Rewards Card (GEGA-003603), the player is not eligible to
participate in the promotion.
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Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Tournament games do not qualify for the jackpot.
Casino employees are eligible to participate on or off duty while out of uniform.
When a qualifying hand is announced, a casino representative will verify that both hands
qualify. Any deviation from a standard deck will nullify the jackpot.
The players with the qualifying winning and losing hands must complete the applicable
bets on each round and play through the final betting round (the showdown) in order to
qualify for the jackpot.
Only the highest ranked qualifying winning and losing hand shall be eligible for the
posted prize payout.
In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have the same qualifying
losing or winning hands, all players with the same qualifying losing and winning hands
shall split the posted percentage of the jackpot prize for the losing and/or winning hand
equally. In the event there is an odd dollar, the Casino will add $1 to make sure each
player gets an even amount.
o The remaining players at the table, who do not include players that received a
qualifying losing or winning hand, shall receive the posted prize percentage of the
table share.
o A posted percentage of the jackpot prize, referred to as the room share, shall also be
evenly distributed among all players in the Casino playing at an eligible table when
the jackpot is awarded.
Players are only eligible to receive one prize payout (i.e., a player who receives a table
share payout is not also eligible for a room share payout).
There is no limit to how many times a player may win within a promotional period.

Prize
The Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot utilizes a progressive prize pool
between the value between $1,000 and $1,000,000, based on the number of jackpot fees
collected. The losing hand, winning hand, and table shares shall be paid in live casino chips.
The room share shall be paid in Hustler Bucks (GEGA-003603). If a player does not want to
sign up for a Player Rewards Card (GEGA-003603), the player is not eligible to participate in the
promotion. Prizes will be paid at the cage after a casino representative has verified the
qualifying hands.
Prize Payout Structure
Players that make the designated qualifying hands will be eligible to win their share of the
Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot prize amount, based on the payout
table being used, as shown below. The prize payout structure will be displayed prominently via
printed flyers, digital display, and any other forms of advertisements.
Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot Prize Payout Structure
Losing Hand
Winning Hand
Table Share*
Room Share**
40%
20%
20%
20%
*The Table Share shall be evenly distributed among all other players at the table who are
participating in a designated game that is eligible for the jackpot when the jackpot is awarded.
**The Room Share shall be evenly distributed among all the players in the Casino playing at a
qualifying table when the jackpot is awarded, excluding all players at the eligible table where the
jackpot was won.
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Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot
Funding
The Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot utilizes a player funded progressive
prize pool, which will be funded by a mandatory $1 collection fee that shall be taken per hand
from the pot after the flop. The jackpot fee will be placed in a separate collection box from the
collection fees. The Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot shall be initially
seeded by the Casino in an amount ranging between $1,000 and $1,000,000. The Casino shall
be reimbursed the initial seed money from the reserve fund once sufficient funds have been
collected.
The Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot prize pool shall increase daily in
amounts ranging between $50 and $1,000. The amount of the jackpot is increased by depends
on the number of jackpot collection fees taken each day. Any monies not added to the
progressive prize pool shall be added to the reserve fund. Furthermore, there shall be a
$1,000,000 cap to the Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot. After the cap is
reached, all jackpot fees will be added to the reserve fund until the progressive prize is hit.
Once the jackpot is hit, it will be reseeded by the reserve fund at an amount ranging between
$1,000 and $1,000,000. If there are not sufficient monies in the reserve fund, the Casino shall
cover any shortfall and shall be reimbursed from the reserve fund once sufficient monies are
available. All increases and decreases to the Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive
Jackpot fund shall be documented in the accounting records.
Administrative Fees
Hustler Casino shall retain an administrative fee of $5 to $10 per table per hour for the Hustler
Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot. The administrative fee shall be taken from the
reserve fund and will be used to cover the cost of marketing and operating the jackpot.
No Purchase Necessary
The Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega Progressive Jackpot shall be offered to customers who
wish to participate for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions. The
Casino shall provide No Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in
the gaming activity without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material
shall state "No Purchase Necessary" when referencing the Hustler Casino Poker Room Mega
Progressive Jackpot. This requirement extends to all forms of advertising including electronic
message boards, computer monitors, posters, and flyers.
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Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: Larry Flynt’s Largest Seed $40,000 Progressive Jackpot
1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Larry Flynt’s Largest Seed $40,000 Progressive Jackpot
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity: Texas Hold’em
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded. A prize is awarded to players participating in a
game associated with this jackpot game when a designated second hand is beaten by a better qualifying hand at
the showdown. The qualifying hand for the jackpot must be Aces Full of Tens or better beaten by 4-of-a-Kind
or better. Both of the player’s hole cards must play. The jackpot will not be valid during tournament play and
is only valid during “live” game play.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount? The
jackpot is progressive. It increases $300 each day and this amount is added to the jackpot at 12:00 noon. There
is no cap to the amount of the jackpot.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. This is a player funded progressive
jackpot.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. There is a $1 jackpot fee that out of each pot. If less than 5 players there will be no Jackpot fee
taken. This jackpot drop money is placed in a separate box for accounting purposes and management of the
fund.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. The jackpot shall initially
by seeded by the Hustler Casino in the amount of $40,000. The progressive jackpot prize pool shall then
increase daily at noon by $300. If the amount of jackpot collection fees collected does not equal the amount
that the jackpot should increase by, as posted, the Hustler Casino shall cover the shortfall. Additionally, if the
amount of jackpot fees collected exceeds the posted increase amount, the additional amount shall be added to
the jackpot reserve fund. The Hustler Casino initially seeds the jackpot at $40,000 and they will be reimbursed
when sufficient jackpot funds are available.
Once a jackpot is hit, the number of players rewarded will be determined by the number of players that were
dealt in for that particular hand. At Hustler Casino, it requires a total of five (5) players to qualify to win a
jackpot.
Players with qualifying winning and losing hands must play through the final betting round, which is after ‘the
river,’ in order to qualify for the jackpot. If a player with one of the qualifying hands folds prior to the final
betting round, the table will be in-eligible for the jackpot.
In order to qualify for the jackpot, the player must complete the applicable bets on each round. If the player
goes “all-in,” this is considered to have completed all bets.

In order to qualify for the jackpot, the player must lose the hand on the “showdown,” after the final round of
betting.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Distribution of prizes are as follows: 40% of the total jackpot progressive pool is awarded to the
participant that produces the qualifying losing hand (minimum qualifying losing hand Aces Full of 10’s
using both hole cards). 20% will be awarded to the participant that produces the best winning hand (minimum
winning hand is Four-of-a-Kind or better using both hole cards). The remaining 40% is then distributed to the
remaining players that received a hand when the jackpot was hit.
If there are any tied qualifying hands for the losing hand or the winning hand, those players with the tied hands
shall evenly divide the portion of the jackpot allocated for their hand. Employees of the Hustler Casino (on or
off duty) who are playing are eligible to win the jackpot. Third Party Proposition Players are eligible to win
the jackpot. In the event that during a round of play, two (2) or more players have exact same qualifying
hands, each qualifying hand will receive 20% (half of the %40) of the amount of the jackpot. In the event that
during a round of play, two (2) or more players have qualifying losing or winning hands, only the player with
the highest ranked losing and winning poker hands will receive the posted prize percentage of the jackpot for
the losing and winning hand. The remaining player(s), including those who had lower ranked qualifying
hands, will receive the posted prize percentage of the table share.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. Once a jackpot is won, the jackpot is then reseeded from the pool that is collected from the players and managed by the Hustler Casino.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. A minimum of five (5) players must be playing to
qualify to win the progressive jackpot. A maximum of nine (9) players may play at the table.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the
gaming activity. Hustler Casino does not retain an administrative fee to manage the jackpot fund.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” policy. If a player
wishes to play for our jackpots, we offer this at no cost. They play on our standard poker tables and given chips
with no denomination value. They play as if they were playing any standard poker game. All of the same rules
apply along with the proper number of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Included
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. Standard poker table
equipped with a Deckmate shuffle unit provided by Shuffle Master Inc. A deck of 52 cards.

SECTION III -JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, ETC
SUBMITTING: California Games Match Play Coupon

1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Match Play Coupon

2. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity:
Blackjack, Pai Gow Poker, Pai Gow Tiles, Baccarat, Three Card Poker and
Caribbean Stud.

3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: No jackpot or prize
awarded. Match Play coupons are offered to all players regardless of limit
played. Match Play coupons are offered to stimulate player participation. When
a player receives a Match Play coupon, they may use it use it on any of the
following table mentioned above. The following is an example of how a Match
Play coupon must be used: a patron takes the coupon to a participating gaming
table and places a $10 Match Play coupon along with their $10 bet. If the player
wins, the player will win monies equal as if he/she placed a full $20 bet. If the
player pushes (RECIEVES NO ACTION) they may play the Match Play coupon
again. Ifthe player loses the Match Play coupon is forfeited.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a fixed amount. No Cash Prize or Jackpot are involved.

"~j Explain if the gaming activity is house funded player funded.

If a Match Play

~ wins then any monies are paid by our third party player/banker as a promotion

fee.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
example, jackpot fee collection: There is no fee collected for Match Play
coupon.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: No jackpot or prizes awarded for Match Play coupons.

8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: Does not apply as Match Play coupons are issued to
players as a promotional tool.

9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: Jackpot does not
apply to Match Play coupons.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
Match Play coupns are issued to player on an individual basis.

11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
for operating the gaming activity. None
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a "NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY'' outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots,
we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the proper number
of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: INCLUDED
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
Standard table for: Blacltjack, Pai Gow Poker, Pai Gow Tiles, Baccarat, Three
Card Poker and Caribbean Stud. Match Play coupons.

This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: Pai Gow Poker High or Low Pays the Dough Promotion
1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Pai Gow High or Low Pays the Dough
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. Pai Gow Poker.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded. Cash prize drawings ranging from $100 to
$5,000.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount?
Amounts will be fixed.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. House funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. No special collection or jackpot fee is involved.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. Cash prizes are house
funded. Drawing tickets are awarded to player(s) who have obtained a predetermined designated hand(s). One
half of the ticket shall be retained by the player and the other half of the ticket shall be placed in a drum or
other non-electronic randomizer and the ticket(s) will be drawn at posted times. Both pieces shall have a
specific series number on it which shall correspond to each other, and the piece that the casino keeps shall have
the player’s first and last name written on it. All drawing tickets will be removed from the drum at the end of
each predetermined time period for the promotion.
DESIGNATED HANDS
Any Pair in Front with Three of-a-kind or better behind (No possible Straight or Flush)
Jack High Front with Queen High behind or lower hand
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Cash drawings will be held at predetermined designated times from tickets issued to players who have
achieved predetermined designated hands on designated tables between the predetermined designated
qualifying time periods. Tournament game tables are not eligible for this gaming activity. Casino employees
are not eligible to participate in the promotion at any time.
A Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to participate in this gaming
activity, regardless of whether that player is in the player-dealer position or a player position.
Seated players as well as backline bettors are eligible to receive a ticket for the same qualifying hand.
Players are eligible to receive a drawing ticket for their qualifying hand regardless of whether he/she wins,
loses, or ties his/her hand during the play of the controlled game.
Tickets are non-transferrable and can only be used by the player who earned them. The winning player will
have their ID checked by Casino personnel.
A player must be present to win. The player whose ticket is drawn shall have one minute to claim their prize
of spinning the wheel. After 1 minute the ticket shall be placed back into the drum and another ticket shall be

drawn. If a maximum of five tickets have been drawn during one drawing period the prize for that promotional
period shall roll-over into the next drawing period, never exceeding the maximum prize amount of $5,000.
During the last drawing period of the day tickets will be drawn until a winner is present and the prize is
awarded.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. Prize amounts are fixed and house funded.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. No minimum or maximum number of players applies
to the promotion.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. No administration fee is retained.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” outline. If a player
wishes to play for our promotions we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Under development.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. Standard Pai Gow Poker
table.

Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: Pai Gow Poker Bonus Hands Modification GEGA-002613
1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Pai Gow Poker Bonus Hands.
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. Fortune Pai Gow Poker GEGA002516
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded.
Seven (7) Card Straight Flush (w/o Joker)
Seven (7) Card Straight Flush (w/Joker)
Seven (7) Picture Cards (w/o Joker)
Five (5) Aces
Seven (7) Card Flush (w/o Joker)
Seven (7) Picture Cards (w/Joker)
Nine (9) High Hand (w/o Joker)
Four (4) Aces (w/o Joker)
Seven (7) Card Flush (w/Joker)
Any Pair (Front) + F.H. or better behind (w/o Joker)
*$10-$100 limit.

$10,000*/**
$5,000*/**
$3,000* $5,000**
$1,500* $2,500**
$500* $1,000**
$250* $1,000**
$200* $500**
$200* $500**
$100* $250**
$100* $250**
**$25-$100 and higher limits.

4. When a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount?
During predetermined and specified hours specific cash prizes are offered with the range being from $100 to
$10,000.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. The gaming activity is player funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. Jackpot fee of $1.00 per from the Player/Dealer position.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. The Pai Gow Poker
Bonus Hands utilizes a progressive prize pool which will be player funded by a $1 jackpot collection fee taken
from the player-dealer position. For all fixed qualifying hands that are made, they shall be paid from the
progressive prize pool fund. The prize pool shall increase daily based on the amount of jackpot collection fees
collected. The Hustler Casino shall cover any shortfall if a qualifying hand is made and the prize pool cannot
fully cover the amount that must be awarded based on the qualifying hand(s). The Pai Gow Poker Bonus
Hands are paid for players receiving specific hands and will be awarded by seat including the Player/Dealer
position.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Seated players as well as backline bettors are eligible to win this promotion. If two or more players
wager on the same qualifying hand, the fixed prize shall be split equally between them. In the event that

during a round of play, two or more players have qualifying fixed hands, each player shall receive the amount
that is posted.
When a player is dealt a designated qualifying hand, that player will receive 100% of the prize amount.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. The house will re-seed the promotion from
Jackpot funds. If there are insufficient funds available to re-seed this promotion the house shall re-seed and
reimburse itself when sufficient funds are available.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. There are a minimum number of two (2) players
required to be seated and playing at the table in order to qualify for the promotion. All seated players dealt into
the game will be eligible. Employees of a TPPP Group are not eligible for these events. Casino employees are
eligible to participate in the gaming activity if they are off duty and out of uniform.
In the event that a player’s qualifying hand is eligible for multiple prize payouts, that player shall win all
possible prizes.
All procedures, times and prize amounts will be displayed prominently via any form of advertising that the
Hustler Casino wishes to use, including but not limited to printed flyers, digital display, Casino website, etc.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. The Hustler Casino shall retain an administrative fee of $5 per table hour.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” outline. If a player
wishes to play for our jackpots we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the proper
number of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Not yet developed.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None.
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. Standard Pai Gow gaming
table.

Pai Gow Poker Cash & Gift Giveaway Promotion (revised)

1) Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Pai Gow Poker Cash & Gift Promotion
2) Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity: All
Pai Gow Games

3) Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: The points and prize
amounts are based on a player’s ability to receive bonus hands. Hands would be:
• 7 Pictures = $3,000 + 1 Point towards gifts
• 5 Aces (Joker Included) = $1,500 + 1 Point towards gifts
• 7 Card Flush (W/O Joker) = $500 + 1 Point towards gifts
• 4 Aces (W/O Joker) = $200 + 1 Point towards gifts
• 9 High Hand (W/O Joker) = $200 + 1 Point towards gifts
• Any Pair in Front & Any Full House behind (or Better)(W/O Joker) = $100 only

In addition to receiving a cash prize, the player who receives a qualifying hand will
receive 1 point. Points may then be redeemed for promotional items that the Casino
has designated.

4) Gift Point Specifics

Expiration of Gift Points: Points received in this promotion will last for the duration of
the entire promotion therefore will not expire anywhere or anytime within the
promotion. A player may redeem his/her accumulated points 24 hours a day/ 7 days per
week.
Tracking Process for Points: Once players have won the necessary bonus hands that
make them eligible for the points, all necessary paperwork is completed in our cashier
cage. Once completed in the cage, the shift supervisor will input the players
information into specialty designed computer program to track players and the points
they have won. The players name and voucher number that the cash awarded was
drafted on will be recorded into this program.
As players continue to receive bonus hands, they continue to accrue rewards points
which may increase as high as the guest would like. Players at any time may check the
number of points they have accumulate. When a guest has accumulated enough points
for the desired gift they wish to redeem, the supervisor will extract the number of
points that is required to redeem the prize of choice. As mention in the notice; the
“pink points receipt” is no longer required to claim points in the system since this is a
hindrance to the guest.

5) If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or is a fixed amount: This is not a progressive type program. Bonus hands have a
fixed amount where one can win. (See attached Flyer)

6) Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded: This is a house
funded promotion

7) Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for
example, a jackpot fee collection: There are no additional fees or collections to
post to win PGP Cash & Gift Giveaway.

8) Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: This is not a jackpot funded promotion. Cash & Points will be awarded

based on the number of bonus hands a player receives thus receiving point in addition to
the bonus hand.

9) Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser or
any other player or patron:

Bonus monies are distributed to the individuals that paid a collection in that seat
(main seat or backline bettors) to win a Pai Gow Poker bonus hand. (see
attached flyer). Example: A seated player receives a designated bonus hand of 7
picture cards and the prize is $3,000. If two other players placed a backline bet
plus collection, all three players will split $3,000 but the point will go to the
seated player.
• Player/dealer does not qualify for this promotion. This also pertains to Hustler
Casino’s TPP inability to qualify when they are the player/dealer as well. The
player/dealer position maintains a greater ability to obtain frequent win thus the
decision being made not to allow the qualifying of the player/dealer.
• In the event multiple bonus hands are won during the same hand, players will be
paid according the determined hand value as outlined in the flyer.
• Seated player will always win the point since this cannot be split based on
collections paid.
10)
Explain any reseeding of the fund once the prize is won: Reseeding
does not apply to this promotion as it does to progressive jackpot programs. This is a
single player (or players) payout structure. All payouts are based on the amount posted
on the flyer as well as points offered. (see attached)
•

11)
Explain any maximum or minimum number of players required to be
dealt into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and
prize: All that is required to win during the Pai Gow Poker Cash & Gift Promotion are a
player/dealer and one (1) player for a total of two players.

12)
Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type
of fee for operating the gaming activity: There is no administrative fee taken for
Pai Gow Poker Cash & Gift Giveaway.

13)

Reserve Fund Information:

Hustler Casino maintains strong financial

reserves to support the Pai Gow Poker Cash & Gift Promotion and all promotions
currently in place and into the future.
Information of Hustler Casino financial
statements can be made available upon request.

14)
Provide copies of any published/proposed promotions of
advertisement literature: See attached
15)
Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house
involved in the gaming activity: None
16)
Describe the type of the table and equipment utilized for the gaming
activity: Half moon style Pai Gow Poker tables and an Ace Shuffle Unit provide by
Shuffle Master Inc.

17)
Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the without
placing any live wager paying ant table fee: Hustler Casino follows and allows

any and all guests to participate in all casino games without having to place a live
wager. We recognize and abide by all laws that govern “No Purchase Necessary” rules.

This application must be signed by the person requesting the game activity review.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.
Applicant’s Signature:________________________________
Date: _______________________

Player Rewards Program
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should Hustler Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-003603) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corresponding amount of time played and “Hustler Bucks” amount
The date(s) and time(s) the gaming activity shall be offered
Prizes to be awarded and prize value
Maximum number of times a player may win a prize during a promotional period
Tournament game eligibility during the promotional period
Inactivity and expiration of points during promotional period
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The Player Rewards Program shall be attached to all Bureau approved games offered at the
Hustler Casino at all times that the gaming activity is being offered for play. All controlled game
rules shall be played as approved by the Bureau.
Object and Summary
The Player Rewards Program is a loyalty reward program open to all Hustler Casino patrons.
This promotion rewards players with Hustler Bucks based on the amount of time played at
designated table games during predetermined and eligible periods.
How Player Points are Earned Based on Time Played
Prizes shall be earned based on the amount of time played. Each player who plays an eligible
controlled game shall have their Player Rewards Card scanned/swiped and their hours played
shall be tracked.
•
•
•
•

The player will have their rewards card scanned to receive points and win predetermined
and designated prizes.
Players shall redeem their points at a rate of $.05 to $25 per hour of play.
Prior to the start of the promotional period, signage will state how many Hustler Bucks
will be earned per hour and any other details and/or restrictions.
Patrons will be given ample notice of how many Hustler Bucks will be awarded as well
as the amount of time required to earn points for each eligible controlled game.

How Player Points are Redeemed
Players may redeem their Hustler Bucks at any time during the promotion. All prizes shall have
a predetermined and designated value. After a player has accumulated a predetermined and
specific amount of Hustler Bucks, based on amount of time played and points accrued, a player
may redeem the Hustler Bucks for a predetermined and designated prize. After a player has
been awarded a prize, they may also be eligible for multiple and subsequent prizes until the end
of the promotion. All advertisements shall clearly state the predetermined amount of times a
player can win a prize during any given promotional period.
Hustler Casino
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Player Rewards Card and Computer System Description
The Player Rewards Card shall include the Casino logo and name of the card, player’s name,
some descriptive language regarding restrictions on the card, and the problem gambling phone
number. It shall also include a bar code and player number unique to each player in the player
rewards system. Although the system has the ability to utilize a “random number generator,” this
feature shall not be used until approved by the Bureau of Gambling Control.
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

The card shall be non-transferable, and revocable at management’s discretion.
o Examples of revocable offenses include, a player using a Player Rewards Card not
belonging to them, a player receiving scans when not playing at the gaming tables, a
player leaving a Player Rewards Card to be scanned while not actively playing at the
table, a player using a false identification to acquire a Player Rewards Card, or any
other attempt to circumvent the rules of the Player Rewards Program.
Player’s can sign up for a Player Rewards Card free of charge. Lost or damaged cards
shall be replaced at a fee to the player not to exceed $10 cash or Hustler Bucks.
o Players who do not have their physical card may have a casino representative look
them up in the system to participate in promotions that require a Player Rewards
Program account.
Player information shall be maintained in a secure database accessed only by casino
management. Access to the database will also be tracked by casino management.
Points in accounts with no new activity (points accrued) for a predetermined and posted
time period shall expire. The account shall remain in the system indefinitely. Patrons will
be given ample notice of the designated time period for an account to become inactive
before the start of any promotional period.
Players are tracked by having their card scanned by a casino representative when they
sit down at a table. They remain in the system accruing time until either paused by a
casino representative if they take a break from the game, or when their time is stopped
once they leave a game.
Only the network administrator has access to the back-end systems where the data is
stored. Access to the data is by user level with multiple levels based on what the user
will be doing.
o Managers can edit time (i.e. if the player forgot to have their card scanned/swiped
and need time added); floor persons can log players into the system if the player
forgot their card.
All data is backed up.
A record of the amount of time a player has accumulated during the promotional period
shall be available at the player’s request.

Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players 21 years of age and older with valid
identification that sign up for a Player Rewards Card and participate in an eligible game for a
designated period of time to earn Hustler Bucks.
•
•
•

Players must be seated and playing at a designated table in order to qualify for the
promotion.
A minimum of two players, a player and a player-dealer, are required for a California
game to qualify for this promotion.
A minimum of two players are required for a poker game to qualify for this promotion.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patrons may be eligible to win more than one prize during a promotional period. The
predetermined maximum number of times a player may win a prize during any given
promotional period shall be predetermined clearly stated in all advertisements.
Players may participate and win other promotions running concurrently.
Casino employees are eligible to participate in this promotion when they are off duty and
out of uniform.
Third-Party Providers of Proposition Player Services (TPPPS) are not eligible for this
promotion.
Hours are non-transferrable, and can only be used by the player who earned them.
Patrons are eligible to accrue time when occupying the player-dealer position.
Tournament games (GEGA-002619), (GEGA-002688), (GEGA-002610), (GEGA002612) may qualify for this promotion. Tournament inclusion shall be clearly posted on
all advertisements before the start of the promotional period.
All procedures, promotion times and prize amounts must be displayed prominently at all
times the Player Rewards Program promotion is being offered for play via any form of
advertising Hustler Casino wishes to use.

Prize
The prize amount shall be a fixed amount ranging from $.05 to $1,000,000. Prizes include cash,
jewelry, electronics, clothing, vehicles, gift certificates, concert tickets, food comps (GEGA004479), (GEGA-004447), entry into tournaments (GEGA-002619), (GEGA-002688), (GEGA002610), (GEGA-002612), travel, Match Play Coupons (GEGA-000267), Promotional
Chips/Vouchers (GEGA-004406), or drawing tickets (GEGA-004460). In all instances, the actual
prize(s) players are eligible for shall be predetermined and conspicuously posted in Hustler
Casino at all times this gaming activity is being offered for play.
Funding
The Player Rewards Program gaming activity shall be fully funded by Hustler Casino. There will
be no additional gaming activity fees, jackpot fees, or collection fees taken in order to fund this
gaming activity or for players to participate.
Administrative Fees
The Casino shall not retain an administration fee, as this gaming activity is house funded.
No Purchase Necessary
The Player Rewards Program does not contain the element of chance. Therefore, it does not
constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary table to be offered
while conducting this promotion.
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Poker Games Cash Prize Giveaway
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004460) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity. Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the
gaming activity, including but not limited to the following, shall be prominently displayed in the
Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play:
Eligible games and time periods.
Amount of time played and corresponding earned number of ticket(s)
Prize amounts.
Restrictions on if a player is required to be present/ claim their prize in a certain amount
of time.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible Controlled Games
The promotion will be attached to the following Bureau approved games offered at the Casino.
All base game rules will be played as approved by the Bureau of Gambling Control.
•
•
•

Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001507)
7 Card Stud (GEGA-001495)
Omaha (GEGA-001489)

Rules of Play
Tickets are awarded to players participating in eligible controlled games during predetermined
times on an hourly basis. Players will be awarded one ticket per every hour of play. One half of
the ticket shall be retained by the player and the other half of the ticket shall be placed in a non
electronic drum. The drawing will take place at predetermined and posted times displayed
throughout the Hustler Casino. Both pieces of the drawing ticket: the portion retained by the
player and the portion entered into the drum, shall have a specific series of numbers on it which
shall correspond to each other. The piece that the casino enters in the drum shall also have the
qualifying player’s first and last name written on it. Players must be present to win the
promotion. If the player is not present, the casino will discard the ticket, and the casino shall
draw again until a winner is chosen. At the end of the promotion the remaining tickets will be
discarded.
Winner Selection
Entries will be placed in a locked container until the end of the drawing. With advance notice to
players, more than one person may be selected as the winner. Tickets are drawn at
predetermined times by a designated employee with another employee observing the draw.
The player or players whose entry is drawn will be awarded a pre-determined and posted
designated prize. Players must be present to win the promotion. If the player is not present the
casino shall draw again until a winner is chosen. At the end of the promotion the remaining
tickets will be discarded.
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Eligibility Requirements
• This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at an
approved game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the
gaming activity.
• There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt in during a
qualifying game in order for the players to be eligible for this gaming activity, other than
what is required for the play of the game.
• Tournament games are eligible for this promotion.
• Tickers earned during tournament play are entered into the same drum as tickets earned
during live play.
• The player must be present to win.
• Employees are not eligible to participate in this gaming activity on or off duty and in and
out of uniform.
• A Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to
participate in the gaming activity on or off duty.
• After each promotional period, the entry tickets are discarded.
• Tickets or entries are not transferable.
• Participating customers may be asked to supply identifying information including name,
phone and/or email address.
Prizes
The prizes shall be awarded at fixed times posted on the gaming floor. The prizes will have a
value ranging from $100 to $25,000. The prize shall be in the form of cash. The amount will be
set a designated fixed amount, within the above listed range.
Funding
This promotion is house funded. There shall be no additional jackpot fees or collection fees
taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players to participate.
Administrative Fee
The Hustler Casino shall not retain an administrative fee as this promotion is house funded.
No Purchase Necessary
The gaming activity shall be offered for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no
restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase Necessary (NPN) game. The
Casino shall provide No Purchase Necessary play for all patrons who request to participate in
the bonus without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. Each No Purchase Necessary
player and game will adhere to all rules as the live player and game, except for wager rules. A
full table shall be dealt regardless of how many NPN players playing and there would be no time
restriction place on the NPN player. The NPN player would receive the same amount of tickets
a live player would receive for the hour.
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Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-002619) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to the gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the Poker Tournament and associated gaming
activities, including but not limited to the following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler
Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How a player may enter the tournament.
The game(s) offered during the play of the tournament.
The fees charged for entering the tournament, including a description for each fee
charged and whether it shall be retained by Hustler Casino, added directly into the
tournament prize pool, or any other method of retention or distribution.
The amount of tournament chips awarded to each player upon entry into the tournament.
The tournament prize structure offered and the number of players that will be paid.
When the patron(s) will be paid and the manner they will be paid.
The rules and procedures for any and all gaming activities being offered in conjunction
with the Poker Tournaments.
All information related to prize ranges and amounts for all gaming activities associated
with the Poker Tournaments.
Any other restrictions that apply to the Poker Tournaments.

Advertising for Gaming Activities Associated with the Poker Tournament
• The rules and procedures for any and all gaming activities being offered in conjunction
with the Poker Tournaments.
• All information related to prize ranges and amount for all gaming activities associated
with the Poker Tournaments.
• Patrons will be given ample notice of which gaming activity option is being offered, and it
will be displayed prominently via printed flyers, digital display, and any other forms of
advertisements Hustler Casino uses to promote the tournament(s).
• Bounty(s) gaming activity may be offered to tournament patrons who pay the buy-in and
entry fee. If the bounty(s) is offered, the activity advertising will be prominently posted
with the prize amount and how the bounty(s) will be funded; whether by the total number
of buy-ins, rebuy(s) and add-on(s) or if the casino will fund this prize amount.
• The Cash Giveaway, Tournament Bad Beat Jackpot and the 4 Hand Bonus promotions
will be offered to tournament patrons who pay the buy-in and entry fee, and to “No
Purchase Necessary” patrons. The promotions will be prominently posted with how the
prize is funded.
• The 4 Hand Bonus prize will be paid in Hustler Bucks (GEGA-003603).
• All advertisements shall state ‘No Purchase Necessary’ for the Poker Tournament, Cash
Giveaway, Tournament Bad Beat Jackpot and 4 Hand Bonus promotions.
Tournament Log
Hustler Casino shall maintain all completed tournament logs for at least seven years. These
logs shall be maintained in either paper or electronic format. The cardroom shall also retain and
make available the most recent three months of the tournament logs for inspection by a
representative of the Bureau during all hours of operation.
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Upon request of the Bureau, a licensee shall provide the Bureau with copies of such tournament
logs. Tournament logs shall contain the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The name of Gambling Establishment.
The day, date, time and name advertised for the tournament.
The total number of tables used.
The names of the controlled games offered.
The method of entry.
The number and amount of rebuys and/or add-ons offered.
The number of participants.
The name of each fee charged, amount of each fee charged, total number of each fee
collected and cumulative amount of collected.
The source of all funds for tournament prize pool.
The amount of the prize pool.
The amount and reason for any deductions from the total collected prize pool.
The name of gaming activities offered (when applicable):
o Funding source.
o Prize amount.
o Total number of prizes awarded.
o Total amount deducted from prize pool (when applicable).
The results of the tournament, including the amount paid out and amount paid for each
place in the tournament.
The signature of casino staff responsible for administering the tournament.

Eligible Controlled Games
The controlled games that may be played during Poker Tournaments at Hustler Casino shall
only be those as listed below. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved
by the Bureau.
•
•
•
•

Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001507)
Omaha Hi-Lo (GEGA-001490)
Seven Card Stud (GEGA-001495)
Limit Omaha (GEGA-001489)

Gaming Activities Offered During Tournament Play
Bounties
Bounties are house funded and may be offered to tournament patrons who pay the buy-in and
entry fee. If bounties are offered, when the “advertised bounty” player(s) is/are knocked out
ending their tournament play, then the player eliminating the “advertised bounty” player(s) will
be awarded the prize. If the advertised bounty player(s) are not knocked out during the
tournament, then the prize goes to the bounty player(s).
•
•

The bounties will be paid during the tournament or as soon as their tournament play
ends. If there are multiple winners, the prize will be split evenly.
The prize amount will range from $1 to $10,000 and be paid out in live chips, cash, or a
combination of both.
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•
•

When a bounty(s) is offered during tournament play, then the bounty prize amount will
be deducted from the total number of buy-ins, rebuy(s) and add-on(s) or the casino will
pay this prize amount.
If a group at the final table decided to split the prize pool amongst themselves evenly,
the bounty prize amount will become part of the total prize split.

Cash Giveaway
Object and Summary
The names of all tournament entrants will be entered into a cash giveaway drawing. The Cash
Giveaway ticket will be drawn at three separate posted and pre-determined times during the
length of the tournament. A manual drawing will be conducted utilizing a raffle ticket drum.
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all tournament players playing at any of the above listed
controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
gaming activity. Listed below are specific eligibility requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To be eligible, the player must fill out a ticket with the player name and contact
information.
The player’s ticket is deposited in the drum after he/she pays the buy-in and entry fee.
Players must be present to receive the cash prize if their name is drawn.
The player has five minutes to claim the prize from the time of the drawing.
o If the prize is not claimed in the allotted time frame, another ticket will be drawn.
When any ticket is drawn, it is re-entered for future drawings.
The drum is emptied at the end of the tournament and the tickets are disposed of.

Prize
Each name drawn will receive a posted and pre-determined cash prize ranging from $1 - $300.
Funding
Funding for this gaming activity associated with the tournament play shall be pre-determined
and posted clearly for all patrons on the gaming floor.
•

House Funded: Hustler Casino may choose to fund any or all gaming activities. There
will be no additional fees in order to fund this gaming activity.

No Purchase Necessary
The Cash Giveaway promotion will be offered for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis,
with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a “No Purchase Necessary” (NPN)
Poker Tournament game. No Purchase Necessary players can request a ticket from Hustler
Casino personnel and follow the same guidelines as paying tournament patrons. Poker
Tournament instruction tables will be made available upon request to customers throughout the
entire tournament. Playing at these tables requires no buy-in, purchase of chips, collection or
entry fee. Players at these tables will use instructional chips having no cash value. All
advertisements state ‘No Purchase Necessary’ for the Cash Giveaway promotion.
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Tournament Bad Beat Jackpot
Object and Summary
A fixed jackpot prize will be awarded to eligible tournament players, when a qualifying hand is
achieved during tournament play only.
Qualifying Hands
Players, who obtain the following advertised qualifying hands, as listed below, shall be eligible
to win their share of the Tournament Bad Beat Jackpot prize amount. Only winning and losing
hands that have been Bureau approved, pre-determined, and designated by Hustler Casino are
eligible.
Losing Hand
Aces Full of Tens
or Better

Winning Hand
Higher Ranked
Hand

Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the listed
controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
Poker Tournament. Listed below are specific eligibility requirements:
•
•
•

A seven-player game must have a minimum of three active players.
An eight-player game must have a minimum of four active players.
A nine-player game must have a minimum of five active players.

Example of the Seven-player Game: if there are seven patrons seated at the poker table, 3 of
them must be participating in a round of play
•
•

If the minimum number of players is not met at that table, then no one at that table will
have an opportunity to win the jackpot.
In order to qualify for the Tournament Bad Beat Jackpot, players with winning and losing
hands must play through the final betting round and use two hole cards and three board
cards. A folded hand is not considered played to completion.

Prize
A fixed jackpot prize amount ranging from $1 to $50,000 will be awarded and be paid out in live
chips, cash, or a combination of both.
Prize Payout Structure
The prize will be paid out when the hand is verified by Hustler Casino floor person. In the event
identical multiple qualifying hands are achieved, the players will split their portion of the prize.
Losing Hand
Payout
50%

Winning Hand
Payout
25%

Table Share
25%

Funding
Funding for this gaming activity associated with the tournament play shall be pre-determined
and posted clearly for all patrons on the gaming floor.
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•
•

House Funded: Hustler Casino may choose to fund any or all gaming activities. There
will be no additional fees in order to fund this gaming activity.
The jackpot will be re-seeded from $1,000 - $50,000.

No Purchase Necessary
The Tournament Bad Beat Jackpot promotion will be offered for free, on a general and
indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a “No Purchase
Necessary” (NPN) Poker Tournament game and are eligible for the jackpot. Poker Tournament
instruction tables will be made available upon request to customers throughout an entire
Tournament Bad Beat Jackpot promotion. Playing at these tables requires no minimum number
of players at an NPN table, no buy-in, purchase of chips, collection, or entry fee. Players at
these tables will use instructional chips having no cash value. If a qualifying hand is made at
the instructional table and is in accordance with the rules above, then every qualified player at
the instructional table will be paid according to the rules above as if they had been playing in the
tournament games. All advertisements state ‘No Purchase Necessary’ for the Tournament Bad
Beat Jackpot promotion.
4 Hand Bonus
Object and Summary
The 4 Hand Bonus promotion features a prize element ranging from $75 to $500 in Hustler
Bucks (coupons). Hustler Casino personnel will track the bonus winners on a whiteboard. Each
hand will qualify as long as it is a qualifying hand as listed in the chart below.
Qualifying Hands
Players obtaining all four of the advertised qualifying hands shall be eligible to win their share of
the 4 Hand Bonus Prize. In order to qualify for the prize, the four hands must be achieved
during the tournament (the 4 Hand Bonus hands can be achieved in any particular order).
Poker Tournament Game
Texas Hold’em

Omaha Hi-Lo

Seven Card Stud

Limit Omaha

Hustler Casino
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Full House
Flush
Straight
Three-of-a-Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three-of-a-Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three-of-a-Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three-of-a-Kind
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Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the listed
controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
Poker Tournament. Listed below are specific eligibility requirements.
•
•

In order to qualify for the 4 Hand Bonus, players with winning and losing hands must
play through the final betting round and use two hole cards and three board cards.
o A folded hand is not considered played to completion.
Qualifying hands must be verified by Hustler Casino personnel.

Prize
The prize amount will range from $75.00 to $500.00 in Hustler Bucks (GEGA-003603).
Prize Payout Structure
The prize is awarded as soon as the hand is verified by Hustler Casino personnel. Hustler
Bucks cannot be used for controlled games or gaming activities; they can only be used for food
or merchandise purchased at the Hustler Casino retail store.
Funding
Funding for this gaming activity associated with the tournament play shall be pre-determined
and posted clearly for all patrons on the gaming floor.
• House Funded: Hustler Casino may choose to fund any or all gaming activities. There
will be no additional fees in order to fund this gaming activity.
No Purchase Necessary
The 4 Hand Bonus promotion will be offered for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with
no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a “No Purchase Necessary” (NPN) Poker
Tournament game. No Purchase Necessary players are eligible for the 4 Hand Bonus. Poker
Tournament instruction tables will be made available upon request to customers throughout an
entire 4 Hand Bonus promotion. Playing at these tables requires no buy-in, purchase of chips,
collection or entry fee. Players at these tables will use instructional chips having no cash value.
If a qualifying hand is made at the instructional table and is in accordance with the rules above,
then every qualified player at the instructional table will be paid according to the rules above as
if they had been playing in the tournament games. All advertisements state ‘No Purchase
Necessary’ for the 4 Hand Bonus promotion.
Tournament Entry
• Tournament entry is open to all customers.
• Casino employees and Third-Party Proposition Player Services employees may enter
the tournament and thus participate in the associated gaming activities.
o They must be out of uniform and off-duty while playing in the tournament.
o They will be allowed to keep any prizes won for the Poker Tournament and
associated gaming activities.
• The specific structure will be on any and all advertisements, and must be made available
to patrons prior to the start of the tournament. The structure of a tournament will not
change once sign-ups begin.
• Promotional materials will not advertise gender-based discounts nor imply a
gender-based entrance policy.
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•
•
•

Patrons may enter a tournament by paying the buy-in and entry fee. All fees, prices
charged, and the amount of tournament chips provided will be equal for the initial buy-in
and posted for all players.
Entry may be earned by winning a previous tournament or a Bureau approved gaming
activity. All gaming activities and/or promotions shall be approved by the Bureau prior to
being offered for play.
More than one method of entry for a specific tournament may be utilized.

Tournament Structure
Buy-in
$0 - $10,000
Re-buy Amount
$0 - $100,000
Number of Re-Buys
0 – Unlimited w/time restrictions***
Add-Ons Amount*
$0 - $100,000
Number of Add-Ons
0 – Unlimited w/time restrictions***
Entry Fee*
$0 - $1,000
Service Charge**
$0 - $100
*Entry fee will be retained by Hustler Casino to offset the cost of operating the tournament.
**Service fee will be retained by Hustler Casino to pay tournament staff.
***Table and Time Restriction for Add-ons and Buy-Ins:
•
•

Time restrictions will be posted prior to the tournament being started. Time will be from
0- 5 hours.
The number of tables left from the remaining 50 tables to one remaining table.

Tournament Prize Amounts & Source of Funds
The prizes will be the cumulative amount of buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons. The prizes may also
be guaranteed meaning Hustler Casino will make-up any shortfall in case there are not enough
buy-ins. The cardroom may provide prizes or add funds to the prize pool for special events.
•
•
•
•

When the prize amount is guaranteed, the payouts will be a cash value ranging from
$100 - $1,000, and be paid out in live chips, cash, or a combination of both.
The payouts will be paid to players from the buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons.
If there is not enough cash to cover the guaranteed prize amount, Hustler Casino will
fund the difference.
The gaming activities associated with the Poker Tournament will be paid out by a Hustler
Casino floor person after the players’ identification has been verified.

Tournament Prize Structure
When the prize is not guaranteed, the prize structure will be broken down by the number of paid
entries and percentage paid. The percentage paid out will always equal 100%. In the event the
players decide to forgo the payout structure and “split” the total prize pool among them, it shall
be permitted and shall be noted in detail on the casino’s tournament log.
Other prizes may include entry into any tournament event, such as the World Series of Poker
Tournament; the tournament entry is covered by the prize. Rather than the top finisher
receiving a percentage of the prize pool, he/she will receive entry into the tournament event.
The player will be responsible for their own accommodations, and/or travel expenses while at
the tournament event. During this type of event, there will be only one winner.
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Entities Involved Other Than the House
At any time, Hustler Casino may be hosting a charity tournament for the Community of
Inglewood and/ or other entities. These organizations shall be reputable and federally
recognized as non-profit or charity organizations. These organizations will not be
involved in running the tournament; however, their name may be used in conjunction
with the advertising and promoting of the event. Hustler Casino may donate prizes
such as entries into Hustler Casino tournaments at no cost to the charity. Entities or
persons such as the City of Gardena clubs, organizations, chambers, groups, sponsors,
police department, celebrities (World Series of Poker Tournament main event winners),
etc., may participate.
No Purchase Necessary
The gaming activities attached to the Poker Tournaments shall be offered for free, on a general
and indiscriminant basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No
Purchase Necessary (NPN) game. Hustler Casino shall provide No Purchase Necessary tables
for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activities attached to the Poker
Tournaments without paying any entry or table fee into the tournament. The NPN player must
adhere to all rules as the tournament player. All advertisements shall state “No Purchase
Necessary” when referencing the gaming activities offered during the Poker Tournaments.
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Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Hustler
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004406) shall be referenced on
all advertisements relating to the Promotional Chips Promotion.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this promotion, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Hustler Casino at all times the promotion is
being offered:
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Value of the promotional chips.
Any applicable collection fee is still required to be paid.
Procedures for players to redeem chips.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Eligible Controlled Game
The promotion shall be attached to all limits and versions of all the following controlled
games, as shown below, offered at the Hustler Casino at all times that this gaming activity is
being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by
the Bureau.
• No Bust 21st Century Blackjack (GEGA-001491)
• EZ Baccarat (GEGA-002822)
• Fortune Pai Gow Poker (GEGA-002516)
• Pai Gow Tiles (GEGA-001505)
Rules of Play
Patrons are awarded Promotional Bet Chips through coupons distributed via Bus Tours,
off site events, in house events, promotional mail offers, hand-outs, advertisements in
magazines, websites, mailing advertisements, winning a Bureau-approved promotion
and/or winning or signing up for a Bureau approved tournament. Promotional Chip
Coupons may be exchanged at the cage for Promotional Bet Chips which will have a
specific non-cash value printed on the promotional chip(s). Players who receive
Promotional Bet Chips may wager the amount listed o n the chip as a base wager on an
eligible controlled game. If the player wins that wager he/she will win the amount of the
Promotional Bet Chips in live chips. Promotional Bet Chips can only be used once. All chips
are collected after the round of play concludes regardless if the hand wins or loses. If the hand
is a push the Promotional Bet Chip may be used again and another applicable collection fee
would need to be paid each additional time the chip is played.
Promotional Chips
The Hustler Casino will offer Promotional Bet chips having a face value within the range of
$10.00 to $100.00. The Promotional Bet chips are used in live games exactly like regular
chips, the difference being that they cannot be exchanged for cash.
The Promotional Bet Chips shall be offered to all patrons who receive a Promotional Bet
Coupon and wish to come into the Casino and use them to play. Promotional Bet Chips
may only be used on any of the eligible controlled games listed above. Promotional Bet
Hustler Casino
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Promotional Bet Chips
Chips look different than live chips, and display “no cash value” written on them.
The Promotional Bet Chip(s) shall be used as the player's bet and placed directly on the
betting circle. Promotional Bet Chips shall not be taken into the dealer's tray, nor shall they
be paid from the dealer's tray. If the player wins the hand, he/she would be paid the
amount of the Promotional Bet Chip in live chips by the person in the player-dealer position
just as if he/she had placed a live bet. The Promotional Bet Chip would then be collected
by the person in the player-dealer position. The player-dealer will then have an employee
verify that the chip has been played and won. A chip runner would then come and collect
the winning Promotional Bet Chip from the person in the player-dealer position. The
Promotional Bet Chip would then be returned to the cage by the chip runner and exchanged
for the amount in live chips to redeem the person in the player-dealer position. If the chip is a
losing wager the house dealer collects the Promotional Bet Chip and drops it in the collection
drop box.
EXAMPLE: A person receives a Promotional Bet Coupon for $10.00 that specifically
states it can be used to place a wager on the No Bust Blackjack table. The Player
would exchange the coupon for a Promotional Bet Chip and he player would place the
chip directly on to the betting square of the specified game and pay the posted $1.00
collection fee for one round of play (if applicable). If the player wins the hand, he/she
will receive $10.00 just as if they had placed a $10.00 bet and the playerdealer will
pay the house dealer the amount in live chips. A chip runner would then come and
collect the winning Promotional Bet Chip from the player-dealer and return it to the
cage for redemption in live chips to reimburse the player-dealer. If the player loses
the hand, the house dealer will collect the Promotional Bet Chip and drop it in the
collection drop box.
Eligibility
The promotion will be open to all players who are seated and playing at the above listed
games during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the promotion.
•
A minimum of two (2) players, a player and a player-dealer, are
required to be playing in any of the Bureau-approved California games
offered at Hustler Casino in order for the game to qualify.
•
Each coupon will state the specific qualifying game(s) at which a player may
use the chip.
•
Chips may only be used as base game wagers and not on bonus bet wagers.
•
Players shall not exchange the Promotional Bet Chips for live chips or
give them to another player.
•
Tournament games are not eligible for this promotion.
•
The chips shall only be redeemed after having been played and won and
verified by an employee.
•
Casino Employees, on or off duty and in and out of uniform, are not eligible for
the promotion.
•
Third-Party Providers of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) are not
eligible for the promotion.
Prize
The Promotional Bet vouchers may be redeemed for Promotional Bet Chips that shall have a
specific non-cash value ranging between $10.00 and $100.00 per chip.
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Promotional Bet Chips

Funding
The Promotional Bet Chips Promotion shall be fully funded by the Hustler Casino.
Administrative Fee
The Hustler Casino shall not collect any additional fees for the Promotional Bet Chips
Promotion as it is house funded.
No Purchase Necessary
The Promotional Bet Chips promotion does not contain the element of chance. Therefore, it
does not constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary table
to be offered while conducting this gaming activity.
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Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: Special Events
1.Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Special Events Player Rewards
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. All Hustler Table Games
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded. As a part of the Hustler Player Reward System,
based on their hours of play, qualified players will be invited to Special Event parties (Super Bowl, Final Four
etc). Food will be served and drawings for prizes may be held. Players attending the event will receive tickets
for the drawings as part of their welcome package. Winning tickets will be as a result of a random drawing and
all participants will be given an equal chance to win prizes.
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount?
If prizes are given away during one of these events, they will consist of cash or merchandise with a value
ranging from $10 - $500.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. The events will be house funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. No special fee will be collected to fund these events.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. The events will be paid
for by the Hustler Casino and any prizes awarded will be distributed via random drawings. Players who have
logged the minimum number of posted playing hours, or more, on their Player Rewards card during the
qualifying period will be invited to attend. Patrons will be given ample notice of the rules, qualifying period
and number of playing hours required. These will be advertised and posted on digital display, printed flyers
and various forms of commercial media.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. Any prizes awarded during this event will only be given to guests attending the event. Banc2
employees are not eligible for this promotion. Hustler Casino employees are not eligible to qualify for these
events.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. All events are paid for by the Hustler Casino.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. All Hustler Casino players who have a Player Reward
Card and play the hours required to qualify will be eligible to attend the event.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. Hustler Casino does not retain an administrative fee for these events.

12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” outline. If a player
wishes to play for our jackpots or promotions, we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply to the NPN
player as those that apply to a seated player in a live game.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Not yet developed.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. All Hustler gaming tables.

Special Events Player Rewards V2
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEAR-001173) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible controlled games
Eligible time period(s)
Player Rewards Program card requirement (GEAR-003603)
Prize(s) and prize value(s)
Requirements and time frame for claiming prizes
No Purchase Necessary opportunity
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The Special Events Player Rewards shall be attached to all Bureau approved games offered at
Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play. All controlled game rules
shall be played as approved by the Bureau.
Object and Summary
During predetermined and posted times, Hustler Casino will offer free events to players for a
predetermined and posted amount of time. Players will have their Player Rewards Program card
(GEGA-003603) scanned every time they are seated and playing an eligible controlled game
listed above. If the player accrues a certain amount of time played, they will be invited to attend
a future event hosted by Hustler Casino, free of charge. All time will be verified by a casino
representative. Food may be served and the players with the most time played may be awarded
a predetermined and posted prize.
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Players must accumulate at least the predetermined and posted amount of time in order
to receive an invitation to a future event.
Playing time will only be tracked via the Player Rewards Program card (GEGA-003603).
If a player does not have their physical card present, they may see a casino
representative to look them up manually in the system.
Patrons may see a casino representative at any time during the promotional period to
check their progress toward an event invitation.
There is no limit to the number of times a player may win a prize during any given
promotional period.
Tournament games do not qualify for this promotion.
Backline bettors are not eligible for this promotion.
Patrons who assume the player-dealer position will still have their time tracked and
counted for this promotion.
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Special Events Player Rewards V2
•
•
•
•
•

Time accrued during one promotional period does not roll over to a future promotional
period. At the beginning of each promotional period, all players will start at “zero.”
Casino employees are not eligible for this promotion.
There are a minimum of two players, a player and the player-dealer, required for
California games to qualify for this promotion.
There are a minimum of two players required for poker games to qualify for this
promotion.
Third-Party Providers of Proposition Player Services (TPPPS) are not eligible for this
promotion.

Prize
The player(s) who accumulate the most amount of time played shall be eligible to win a
predetermined and posted prize at the event. Prizes will range in value from $10 to $100,000
and will be paid in the form of cash, live casino chips, merchandise, promotional coupons
(GEGA-000267), vehicles, event tickets, or tournament entry fees (GEGA-002610), (GEGA002688), (GEGA-002619).
•
•

•

Prizes shall be paid by a casino representative at the conclusion of the event.
In the event more than one player has accumulated the same amount of time played,
prizes shall be split evenly among them.
o In the event there is an odd number of cash and/or live casino chips to split, a casino
representative will flip a coin to determine who receives the odd amount.
o In the event the prize cannot be physically divided between multiple players (i.e.,
merchandise, vehicles), patrons shall be awarded the equivalent prize amount in
cash or live casino chips.
Players are not required to be present at the event to win a prize. The Casino will notify
all winners using information provided for the Player Rewards Program card (GEAR003603).

Funding
The Special Events Player Rewards promotion shall be fully funded by Hustler Casino. There
shall be no additional jackpot or collection fees taken for this promotion.
Administrative Fees
There shall be no administrative fees taken as this promotion is fully house funded.
No Purchase Necessary
The Special Events Player Rewards shall be offered to customers who wish to participate for
free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions. The Casino shall provide No
Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity
without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material shall state "No
Purchase Necessary" when referencing the Special Events Player Rewards. This requirement
extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors,
posters, and flyers.
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SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, ETC
SUBMITTING: Split 4 For More! Blackjack Jackpot

rfe,t/\.) ~ -

Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Split 4 For More! Blackjack Jackpot

2. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity: All 21
Century Blackjack games.

st

3.. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: Split 4 For More
Jackpots are awarded based on receiving certain hands. Example: When a player
receives and splits a pair of sevens, if that same player's next card is a seven they
may split once again. Once the player splits for the third and final time and
receives an additional seven equaling four sevens, the jackpot is awarded to that
tJ,,v ....
player alone. If all sevens are suited, a $10,000 prize is awarded. If the seven are
not suited then the player will receive the daily progressive jackpot amount.
(JvxC+·1,u fyL,c 4.
If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a ru:ed amount. Split 4 For More Jackpots is a progressive prize pool.

1h w

Explain if the gaming activity is house funded player funded. The progressive
pool for Split 4 For More Jackpot is funded by the player.
Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
. og r e sac
s i v ·e ~en
· from any
example, jackpot fee collection: Th.e· pr.
player that is banking at the table. -J1 I .l) D
,0 1 , ) ?
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Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be ~ tL ~
awarded: The jackpot is initially seeded by the gaming property. Once a player. 1 ,. , , .· d ~
produces the qualifying hand, the player is awarded prizes based on the hand V-4"-L· CfJ/\
being suited or unsuited.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: This particular jackpot is awarded to a single person
based on a single Blackjack hand that he/she produces based on the play of a
hand.

4~ ~ ~ 9.

Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: Once a Blackjack
L ... 0 " "' ,d. jackpot is won, the jackpot is then re-seeded from the pool that is collected from
fP~(Jl)lA.}tMJf '- the player/banker.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
The only minimum requirement for this jackpot to be won is that a player/banker
be dealt a hand and pays to the progressive jackpot pool. This is based solely on
one player plus the player/banker.

t .

; ,J/} 11. Explain

if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
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~J.. _,, for operating the gaming activity. Hustler Casino does retain a small
lr.fviA ~ - administrative fee to manage the jackpot fund.
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12. Describe any opportunity(•) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a "NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY" outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots,
we offer this at no cost. They player on our standard Blackjack tables and given
chips with no denomination value and play as if they were playing any standard
Blackjack game. All of the same rules apply along with the proper number of
participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: INCLUDED
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
Standard 8 spot Blackjack table using King Shuffle units leased by Shuffle Master
Inc. to provide a random shuffle of a 5 deck, 260 card shoe.

This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

Sports Bracket Promotion
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEAR-001199) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games
Eligible dates and time periods
Minimum amount of time required to play in order to qualify
o Player Rewards Program Card (GEGA-003603) requirement
Number of prizes available
Prizes and prize values
Requirements and procedures for claiming prize
Availability of No Purchase Necessary
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The Sports Bracket Promotion shall be attached to all Bureau approved games offered at
Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play. All controlled game
rules shall be played as approved by the Bureau.
Object and Summary
During a predetermined and posted time period, the Sports Bracket Promotion shall be open to
all players who play for a minimum and predetermined amount of hours (ranging from 1-100),
between predetermined dates (as advertised), and in any eligible controlled game listed above.
Patrons wishing to participate in the Sports Bracket Promotion must see a casino representative
for the bracket. The player completes a bracket/square identifying the teams the player
believes will win each game. Eligible players will have a chance to win a fixed prize based on
the number of correct winning picks included in the player’s completed bracket. All brackets
must be completed and submitted before the event begins (Example: NCAA Men’s Basketball
Tournament). The predetermined number of top players will win the corresponding
predetermined advertised prizes. Prizes shall be awarded at the conclusion of the
corresponding sporting event at the casino cage.
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.
•
•
•
•

Patrons must accumulate the predetermined amount of time played as advertised during
the predetermined dates.
Time played will only be tracked by use of the Player Rewards Card (GEGA-003603).
Only live games shall be eligible to participate in this promotion. Tournament games are
not eligible for this promotion.
There are no minimum number of players required to participate in this promotion.
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Sports Bracket Promotion
•
•
•

•

•
•

Casino employees, on or off duty, in or out of uniform shall not be eligible for this
promotion.
Third-Party Proposition Player Services (TPPPS), on or off duty, in or out of uniform
shall not be eligible for this promotion.
A player does not need to be present to win. The Casino will notify the winners using
the information provided from the Player Rewards Card (GEGA-003603). Players have
a predetermined amount of time (up to one year) to claim their prize. The amount of
time will be predetermined and posted prior and during the promotion. A prize not
claimed within the time period will be forfeited back to the Casino.
In the event there is a tie, the total amount of hours earned during the promotional period
will be used as a tie breaker. In the event that there is still a tie, the Casino will add the
minimum amount of money (to the nearest dollar) to make sure all players receive an
even split. In the event the prize is something that cannot be split (merchandise, cars,
etc), the predetermined cash value of the prize will be used and split between the
players.
There is no limit to how many brackets a player may submit (as many as they qualify
for). A player may only win once during a promotional period and will only be paid for
their best bracket.
Patrons in the player-dealer position are eligible to participate in this promotion.

Prize
The top predetermined number of players as advertised shall win a predetermined fixed prize
ranging in value from $10 to $100,000 and will be paid out in live casino chips, cash,
merchandise, vouchers (GEGA-000267), vehicles, sports tickets, or entry (or discounted entry)
into tournaments (GEGA-002619, GEGA-002612). Prizes shall be awarded at the conclusion of
the event at the cage.
Funding
The Sports Bracket Promotion shall be fully funded by the Hustler Casino. There shall be no
additional jackpot fees or collection fees taken for this promotion.
Administrative Fees
There will be no administrative fees attached to the Sports Bracket Promotion as this promotion
is house funded.
No Purchase Necessary
The Sports Bracket Promotion shall be offered to customers who wish to participate for free, on
a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions. The Casino shall provide No
Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity
without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material shall state "No
Purchase Necessary" when referencing the Sports Bracket Promotion. This requirement
extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors,
posters, and flyers.
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Hustler Sports Promotion Procedure

•

All seated players in an active Hustler Poker game qualify for the promotion.
Players must be in an active Hustler Poker game at the beginning of the sporting
event. They must also be in an active Hustler Poker game at the same time as the
winner of each qualifying period is determined. A player can take a break from
playing in a Hustler Poker game, but if their square is determined to be a winner
while they are on break, they forfeit their prize for that qualifying period.

•

A board containing 100 squares is used to track participants of the promotion.

•

Starting one hour and thirty minutes before the start of a pre-determined sporting
event (baseball, football, basketball, etc.), names of players who wish to participate
are randomly placed on a 100 square board (10 squares by 10 squares) on a “first
come first served” basis. Spaces will be selected by the players.

•

After the board is full, or at the beginning of the sporting event, Ten (10) cards, Ace
(counted as one) through 10 (counted as zero) are shuffled. The cards are turned
over and the corresponding number is place on the board starting at the bottom and
going to the top. The same procedure is followed and the numbers are filled on the
top of the board from left to right.

•

The score of the game at the end of each quarter, inning, or pre-designated point of
the game dictates which box is the winner. Only the last number of each score is
used. (A score of 7 to 14 would be on the board as 7 to 4)

•

Each winner will receive a cash prize in a range from $50 to $200.

•

The player must be present to win.

•

The winner has three (3) minutes to claim their prize.

•

Unclaimed prize money rolls over to the next qualifying period.

•

In the event the game is tied and is extended beyond its normal ending point, the
promotion will continue to award winners at designated periods of the game.

•

Employees of Banc2 and the Hustler Casino are not eligible for this promotion,
whether on-duty or off-duty.

•

This promotion is open to No Purchase Necessary participants. NPN players must
adhere to the same rules as any other player.

•

The winner must have valid identification to receive prize money. The casino cage
determines what valid identification is. (passport, driver’s license or military I.D.).
No exceptions.

Application for Gaming Activity Review

SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
SUBMITTING: SUPER PAN 9 JACKPOT MODIFICATION BGC ID: GEGA-002664
1.Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Super Pan 9 Jackpot
2. Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity. All Super Pan 9 games.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded.
HAND
Four of-a-Kind SAME SUIT
(King’s, Queen’s or Jack’s Only)
Three 3’s SAME SUIT
(first three cards)
Four of-a-Kind SAME COLOR
(King’s, Queen’s or Jack’s only)

AMOUNT

HAND
Three 6’s SAME SUIT (first three cards)
Three 6’s SAME COLOR (first three cards)
Three 3’s SAME COLOR (first three cards)

AMOUNT
$500
$100
$100

$2,000
$500
$200

4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases) or a fixed amount? The
prize is fixed and shall be paid in chips.
5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded. This jackpot is player funded.
6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for example, a jackpot fee
collection. A $1.00 jackpot collection is taken from the player/dealer position each hand.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded. The jackpot is initially
seeded by the Hustler Casino and maintained by the $1.00 JP collection. The Hustler Casino will reimburse
itself when sufficient funds become available. This Pan 9 Jackpot is paid for players receiving specific hands
and will be awarded to a single player.

8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or any other player or
patron. All payouts are paid to the individual player that produces the qualifying hand. TPPP Banker is not
eligible for this promotion. Hustler Casino employees are eligible to win the bonus. Backline betters will share
in the bonus.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won. This is not a progressive jackpot. The amount
does not increase. The payout is a set amount based on a particular hand a player can have when playing Pan 9.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt into the game for the
table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize. A minimum of 2 players are required to qualify for the
jackpot hand and a maximum of 8 players. Jackpot hands are issued to players on an individual basis.
11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee for operating the gaming
activity. Hustler Casino shall retain a ($5.00 hour) administrative fee for the Pan 9 Jackpots.
12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing any live wagers or
paying any table fees. Hustler Casino adheres to a “NO PURCHASE NECESSARY” outline. If a player
wishes to play for our jackpots we offer this at no cost. All of the same rules apply along with the proper
number of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement literature. Not yet developed.
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved in the gaming activity.
None.
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity. Standard Pan 9 gaming
table.

Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should Hustler Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEAR-001226) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods
Qualifying hands
Prize payout structure
Jackpot prize amount
Availability of No Purchase Necessary
Daily amount added to the Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot shall be attached to the following Bureau approved
controlled games offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times this gaming activity is
being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by the
Bureau.
•
•
•

Super 7 Card Stud (GEGR-001987)
Super 7 Card Stud Hi/Lo (GEGR-001986)
Super 7 Card Stud Hi/Lo Regular (GEGR-001985)

Object and Summary
The Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot features a player funded progressive jackpot prize
element. This promotion shall be available at predetermined dates and times posted in Hustler
Casino. A prize is awarded to players participating in a predetermined game when a designated
hand is beaten by a better qualifying hand at the showdown. When the winning and losing
hands are confirmed by a casino representative, the players with the qualifying hands will
receive the posted percentage of the jackpot prize. Additionally, the posted Table Share prize
shall be evenly distributed amount all other players at the qualifying table who have participated
in the designated game.
Qualifying Hands
Players that make the following qualifying hands shall be eligible to win their share of the Super
Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot prize amount, as shown below. All other players at the table
during the round of play in which jackpot occurred will receive a predetermined portion of the
posted jackpot, known as Table Share. Only one qualifying hand chart shall be offered at any
one time. Furthermore, all options within a chart must be offered together at all times. The
qualifying hands are as shown below:
Losing Hand
Full House with Three Aces
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Option 1

Winning Hand
Higher Ranking Hand

1

Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot

Losing Hand
Any Quads
Losing Hand
Straight Flush

Option 2

Option 3

Winning Hand
Higher Ranking Hand
Winning Hand
Higher Ranking Hand

Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

There is a minimum of three players required to be playing in a game in order for it to
qualify for this promotion.
Players with qualifying winning and losing hands must play through the final betting
round in order to qualify for the jackpot. If a player with a qualifying hand folds prior to
the final betting round, the table will be ineligible for the jackpot.
In the event that during a round of play, two or more players are dealt qualifying hands,
only the highest ranked winning and losing hands will qualify to receive the posted prize
percentage for the winning and losing prize. All other players shall receive an equal
portion of the Table Share.
o In the event of a tie (two hands of the same rank), the winner shall be determined by
suit. Suit rankings from highest to lowest are as follows: spades, hearts, diamonds,
and clubs.
In the event there is an odd prize amount to split between patrons for the table share,
the Casino shall add additional funds at their expense to ensure each eligible player is
paid the same amount.
o For example, if there is $200 to split between three players, the Casino will add $1
for a total of $201, and each player will receive $67.
Casino employees are eligible to participate in this promotion.
There is no limit on how many times players can win this promotion.
Tournament games do not qualify for this promotion.

Prize
The Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot will be initially seeded by the Casino in an amount
ranging from $1,000 to $100,000, and shall be increased daily in a predetermined and posted
amount ranging from $50 to $1,000 when there is a minimum of six live table hours the previous
day. If the minimum of six live table hours is not reached, no funds shall be added and the
jackpot amount will not increase. Prizes shall be paid in the form of cash or live casino chips.
There is no cap to the progressive prize.
Prize Payout Structure
When the qualifying hands are shown at a conclusion of a round of play and verified by a casino
representative, all qualifying players will be paid accordingly as shown below:
Winning Hand
25%
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Losing Hand
50%

Table Share
25%

2

Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot
Funding
The Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot is player funded. During a qualifying game, the
house dealer shall take a $1 jackpot fee from the pot so long as there are at least three active
players and the hand plays through “seventh street.” If either of these requirements are not met,
no jackpot fee shall be taken. 100% of the $1 jackpot fee shall go directly to the reserve fund,
which is used to pay all prizes, reseed the progressive jackpot, and pay administrative fees. The
jackpot shall be initially seeded by Hustler Casino in an amount ranging from $1,000 to
$100,000. The progressive prize shall increase daily in an amount ranging from $50 to $1,000
when there is a minimum of six live game hours the previous day. If the minimum of six live
table hours is not reached, no funds shall be added and the jackpot amount will not increase.
When the jackpot has been hit, it will be reseeded from the reserve fund in an amount ranging
from $1,000 to $100,000. In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the Casino will make up any
shortfall and shall be reimbursed once sufficient funds become available. The jackpot will
continue to increase daily even if the Casino has not been reimbursed yet. Furthermore, there is
no cap to this progressive jackpot.
Administrative Fees
Hustler Casino shall retain an administrative fee of $5 to $16 per table, per hour, to administer
the jackpot. The administrative fee will be taken from the reserve fund.
No Purchase Necessary
The Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot shall be offered to customers who wish to
participate free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions. The Casino shall
provide No Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming
activity without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material shall state
"No Purchase Necessary" when referencing the Super Stud Poker Progressive Jackpot. This
requirement extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer
monitors, posters, and flyers.
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SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, ETC

1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Three Card Poker Bonus Hands

2. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity: All
Three Card Poker games.
3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded: Players place an
optional bonus bet (approved by DOJ) and receive bonus payouts based on the
quality of the hands provided they are able to beat the players/bankers hand.
Ranking of hands are as follows: Royal Flush 200: 1, Straight Flush 40: 1, Three
of-a-kind 30:1, Flush 3:1, One pair pays even money.

4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a fixed amount. No! The posted bonus hand amounts are fixed.
~, 5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded player funded. This promo is
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6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
example, jackpot fee collection: No jackpot fee is required. Player must post
bonus bet in bonus circle to qualify.
7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: There is no seed money provided for this promotion. All bonus monies
are paid by our third party provider as part ofthe game.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: Does not apply to this promotion
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: There is no re
seeding necessary since our third party provider handles the pay-offs.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
There is no minimum numbers of players required to play this game. A player
may play heads up with our third party provider and still qualify for all bonus

hap,ds_.
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11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
for operating the gaming activity. None

SECTION III GAMING APPLICATION

12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a "NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY' outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots,
we offer this at no cost. The player is placed on our standard Three Car.d Poker
tables and given chips with no denomination value and play as if they were
playing any standard Blackjack game. All of the same rules apply as in all Three
Card Poker games.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: INCLUDED
14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE

15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
Standard 8 spot Three Card Poker stand up table with a Shuffle Master Ace
shuffler and a 52 card deck.
This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

Dale"

SECTION III GAMING APPLICATION

.
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*Three Card Poker Progressive is owned, patented and/or copyrighted by SHFL Entertainment, Inc. Please submit
your agreement with Owner authorizing play of Game in your gambling establishment together with any request
for Bureau of Gambling Control (Bureau) approval to play this game. Please note that the Bureau is making the
details of this game available to the public as required by subdivision (g) of Business and Professions Code section
19826, but the posting does not waive any rights to the game content which may be held by Owner. The terms of
any agreement with Owner are to be negotiated between the gambling establishment and Owner, and any dispute
or asserted breach related thereto are private matters which will not be resolved by the Bureau.

Advertising Requirements
The Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino advertise a
different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-002593) for this gaming activity shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to the Three Card Poker Progressive gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Casino at all times:
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying hands and corresponding prize amounts.
Gaming activity collection fees.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Controlled Game
Three Card Poker Progressive gaming activity shall be attached to all limits and versions of the
currently approved games offered at the Casino, as listed below. All base game rules shall be
played as previously approved by the Bureau.
•

Three Card Poker (GEGA-000112)

Rules of Play
1. Three Card Poker progressive considers the best hand possible among each individual player’s
cards.
2. To begin each round, players must make their regular base game wager. They may optionally
place any bonus bet wagers along with the jackpot fee of $1.00.
3. “Hockey Puck” discs will be attached to the table in front of each betting position. These discs
have a sensor and will detect when a casino chip is placed on them. Players must place the
optional jackpot fee on the sensor. The sensor will then light up.
4. Once all players place their bets and/or jackpot fee, the house dealer will press “Coin In” on the
keypad. The sensors will then light up, indicating participation in the progressive jackpot. The
house dealer will then remove all jackpot fees from the table. The jackpot fees are dropped in a
separate and locked jackpot collection box affixed to the left side of the gaming table.
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5. The house dealer then follows standard approved procedures for dealing the base game.
6. Progressive Winners:
a. The AKQ (any suit) is paid from the progressive jackpot shown on the progressive meter.
b. All other hands are paid from the reserve fund. They do not get deducted from the
amount shown on the meter.
c. In the event more than one progressive meter pay or any other qualifying hand hits during
the same round, all winning players will be paid the posted progressive prize or the posted
fixed amount. When more than one progressive meter pay hits, one progressive pay will
be paid from the meter and the others will be paid from the reserve fund.
d. When a player has a progressive winner, the dealer shall press the appropriate hand
button on the keypad.
e. The house dealer shall then contact the floor person.
f. Once the casino verifies the progressive win, the floor person shall insert the key and
rotate it to “JPH” and then press “J-pot” button. This records the win onto the Game
Manager. House procedures are then followed for paying the prize.
g. Returning the key to the “Run” position will restore normal operation of the table, and
adjust the meter appropriately for the prize won.
h. When the house dealer reconciles all action (on behalf of the player/dealer), he/she
presses “Game Over.” This resets the system to begin the next hand.
i. Once the “J-pot” button is pressed, the prize is logged into Game Manager.
7.

Envy Bonus:
a. A player paying the $1.00 jackpot fee also qualifies to win an envy payout. If another
player at the table hits a hand associated with an envy pay, all other players who paid the
$1.00 jackpot fee win the envy pay. The player hitting the hand receives the normal prize
pay only, but does NOT receive the envy pay.
b. If a player’s hand triggers an envy payout, the house dealer will leave the hand face-up on
the layout; otherwise, the dealer will lock up the cards. The dealer will then move on to
the next player.
c. The house dealer pays any envy bonuses at the end of the round. In the event that more
than one player is involved in a qualifying envy pay, then all players win multiple envy
payouts.

8. The prize distribution is as follows:
Hand
Ace, King, Queen (any suit)
Straight Flush (any suit)
Three of a Kind

Payout/Prize
100% of Posted Prize
$75
$60

Envy Payout/Prize
$100
$0
$0

9. All monies collected and paid out shall be tracked both electronically and on a hand
written log that will be maintained for examination by regulatory and law enforcement
personnel. A sample log is attached.
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10. All fixed payouts will be paid by a Casino floor person. Once the proper paperwork has been filled
out, the floor person will pay the winner(s) in casino chips. The payouts will not be made from the
Casino dealer’s tray. All fixed payouts will be deducted from the amount in the reserve fund.
11. The Casino will initially seed the jackpot at $1,000. Once there are sufficient monies in the Three
Card Poker jackpot fund, the initial $1,000 will be reimbursed to the Casino.
12. Each $1.00 jackpot fee paid by a player will be broken down as follows:
a. $0.15 will be immediately posted on the meter.
b. $0.70 will be tracked in a reserve fund. The reserve fund will be utilized to immediately
reseed the metered progressive jackpot prize at $1,000. In addition this reserve fund will
payout all fixed amounts.
c. $0.15 will be retained by the Casino as an administrative fee.
13. The eligibility requirements are as follows:
• Only players that have placed the $1 jackpot collection fee are eligible for a jackpot or an
Envy payout.
• Only seated players, who are dealt a designated hand, are eligible for payouts.
• Back-line bettors are not eligible to place a jackpot collection fee or receive the prize
amount for a qualifying hand.
• A minimum of two players, a player and a player-dealer, must be dealt into the game in
order for the table to qualify for the jackpot.
• In order to qualify for the jackpot, all three cards dealt to a player that placed a jackpot
collection fee are taken into account. In the event that the cards dealt to a player makes a
pre-determined and designated qualifying hand shall be eligible to win a jackpot prize
payout according to the tables above.
• In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have qualifying hands for the
progressive jackpot prize, each player will receive the posted prize amount for their
designated hand; the prize shall not be split. However, one player shall be paid from the
progressive meter and the other player(s) shall be paid from the reseve fund in the
amount that was listed on the meter.
• When a player is dealt a qualifying hand, that player will receive 100% of the prize
amount.
• Players that place a jackpot collection fee are eligible to receive an Envy payout when any
player seated at the table completes a pre-determined and designated Envy hand during
a qualifying game. However, a player cannot win an Envy bonus payout for their own
hand. Furthermore, if the player-dealer is dealt a qualifying Envy hand, the table does not
qualify for an Envy payout.
• Casino employees are eligible for the Three Card Poker prize only when on or off duty.
• A Third-Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to place a
jackpot collection fee and become eligible for the Three Card Poker Progressive gaming
activity when either in the player-dealer or player capacity.
14. The Three Card Poker Progressive gaming activity shall be offered for free, on a general and
indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase
Necessary (NPN) game. The Casino shall provide NPN tables for all patrons who request to
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participate in the gaming activity without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. The NPN
player shall adhere to all rules as the live player. All advertisements shall state ANo Purchase
Necessary@ for the Three Card Poker Progressive gaming activity.
15. The electronic software and digital reader related to and used in conjunction with this jackpot,
which is used on each table eligible for this jackpot, has been tested, approved, and certified by
the Gaming Laboratories International, LLC (GLI).
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SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, ETC

SUBMITTING: Where's Larry's Wallet Promotions

1. Name of Proposed Gaming Activity: Promotion for Hustler Casino

2. Name each controlled game that associated with this gaming activity: All
Poker games, Pai Gow Poker, Blackjack, 3 Card Poker, EZ Poker, Caribbean
Stud, Pan-9, Baccarat and Pai Gow Tiles.

3. Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded:
Top Prize: will contain $1,000.00
Secondary prize wallet will contain $750.00
Other wallets will contain $500.00
While other wallets will contain $250.00
Final Drawing Day (March 10th) $10,000 Top Prize
4. If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a fixed amount. The amount posted for this promotion is a fixed amount. (see
attached)

5. Explain if the gaming activity is house funded player funded: This promo is
complete Hustler Casino funded.

6. Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity for
example, jackpot fee collection: There are no fees associated with this
promotion.

7. Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how many prizes will be
awarded: There are no jackpot fees associated with this promotion.
8. Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron: A total of seven players will get the opportunity to
win each Saturday from January 1st though march 13th, 2007.
9. Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won: Once a player has
won the pre-determined amount in the wallet that he/she chooses, the same
amount of will be placed back in wallet for the next drawing time.
10. Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize:
There is a maximum of nine players at a gaming table and a minimum of two
players to qualify.

11. Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any other type of fee
for operating the gaming activity. Hustler Casino will not retain any fee for this

promotion.

12. Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees: Hustler Casino adheres to a "NO
PURCHASE NECESSAY" outline. If a player wishes to play for our jackpots or

promotions, we offer this at no cost. The player will play on our standard Poker
tables and be given chips with no denomination value and play as if they were
playing any game Hustler Casino offer that's filed with the DOJ. All of the same
rules apply along with the proper number of participates to qualify for a jackpot.
13. Provide copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature: Promotional advertisement has no yet been created.

14. Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity: NONE
15. Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity:
One small rotating drum measuring 14 inches in diameter and 4 inches wide,

wooden balls that are numbered with all gaming tables actively recorded with the
City of Gardena and the Department of Gambling Control associated with Hustler
Casino. The drum is used to determine random table numbers. Large board and
eight wallets.

This application must be signed by the person requesting the gaming activity
review. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the information contained in this form and all attachments is true and correct.

Applicant's Signature

Date

WHERE IS LARRY'S (FLYNT) WALLET? PROMOTION
This promotion will run January 1st through March 10th, 2007. Larry's wallet promotion
is based on finding Larry's wallet, which contains $10,000.00 cash. During this 10-week
promotion, we will have 7 separate drawings each Saturday. Each of these winners will
pull one wallet, which contains cash. On the final drawing Saturday, Larry's wallet with
the $10,000.00 cash will be added to the wallet board.

A board will be made that will contain nine compartments that are shaped like pockets
(the ninth pocket will not be added on the board until the final drawing day. This will be
Larry's wallet). Each pocket will contain a wallet that has the identification of selected
management personnel of Hustler Casino. A mock identification (Our Players Card) will
be placed in the wallet when opened to determine whom the wallet belongs to. The
higher the manager in the company the more money will be placed in the wallet.
Example:
•
•
•
•

John Doe's Wallet (General Manager) will contain $1,000.00
Jane Doe's (Casino Manager) wallet will contain $750.00
Shift Manager wallet will contain $500.00
Cal Supervisors wallet will contain $250.00

The first drawing will be on January 6th and the final drawing will be on March 10th .
A player will qualify to have the opportunity to pull a wallet via our Lucky Table, Lucky
Seat program. Example: A wooden ball is marked with various numbers of tables that are
being played at the time of the drawing. These balls are placed in a drum that is in clear
view of all patrons. At a designated drawing times a gaming manager will make an
announcement and begin turning the drum over and over again until a good mix of the
balls has been decided. At this time a signal ball will be pulled from the drum to
determine which Lucky Table has been choosen. Once a Lucky Table is drawn from the
drum, the gaming manager will arrive at the table with nine total cards. Ace, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8
and 9. The Ace is for seat #1 and the others (2-9) will be used for the standard seating
arrangement. This is based on a nine-handed Hold-em table and for Stud, eight handed.
If a player is away from the table or a seat is vacant, we will simply remove the card that
represents that player's seat. Once all players have been qualified at the table, the
gaming manager will hand the number of cards that represents the number of players at
the gaming table. The dealer will scramble the cards (mix them face down) and the
gaming manager will ask the dealers to draw one of the cards and tum it over. If for
example the dealer turns over the 8, then seat 8 would be eligible to draw the wallet
from the Lucky Pocket.

Each Saturday during the promotion, players will have a chance to choose a wallet from
the board at 2pm, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00, 12 midnight and 2:00 a.m. All eligible players
will go up to the board and select a pocket that contains a wallet with a pre-printed check
inside with a pre-determined amount of money printed on the check. After each winner
has selected a wallet, an announcement will be made of the amount won. A new wallet
with the same amount drawn from the previous wallet will be replaced on the board. The
wallets will then be re-arranged in random order and brought back out for the next
drawing.
On the final Saturday of the promotion (3/10/07), drawings on this day will consist of the
procedures that has been followed the previous weeks of the promotion however, at 12am
and 2am; Larry's wallet will be added to the board. If the player pulls Larry's wallet for
$10,000 at l 2am/Larry' s pocket will be taken from the board for the 2am wallet drawing.

All No Purchase Necessary apply for this promotion and all Hustler Casino promotions.
Players may come in and play at a designated table. The number of the designated table
will be place in the drum and the opportunity to win will be equal to that of all other
Hustler Casino guests.

Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-003841) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying hands and corresponding prize amounts.
Gaming activity collection fees.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Eligible Controlled Games
The Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot shall be attached to the following Bureau
approved controlled games offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times this gaming
activity is being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously
approved by the Bureau.
•

Ultimate Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001214)

Object and Summary
The Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot considers the best advertised qualifying
hand(s) among each individual player’s cards.
A player may win a progressive or fixed prize by placing an optional $1 jackpot fee and making
one of the predetermined hands listed below. Also, a player who places an optional $1 jackpot
fee qualifies to win an Envy payout.
1. To begin each round, players must make their regular base game wager. They may
optionally place any bonus bets along with the optional jackpot fee of $1.
2. “Hockey Puck” discs will be attached to the table in front of each betting position. These
discs have a sensor and will detect when a casino chip is placed on them. Players must
place the optional jackpot fee on the sensor. The sensor will then light up.
3. Once all players place their bets and/or jackpot fee, the house dealer will press “Coin In”
on the keypad. The sensors will then light up, indicating participation in the progressive
jackpot. The house dealer will then remove all jackpot fees from the table. The jackpot
fees are dropped in a separate and locked jackpot collection box affixed to the left side
of the gaming table.
4. The house dealer then follows standard approved procedures for dealing the base
game. The jackpot considers the best hand possible among the player’s cards. A
player can qualify for the jackpot element of the game regardless of the outcome of the
base game.
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Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot
Qualifying Hands
Players that make one of the advertised qualifying hands, as shown below, shall be eligible to
win their share of the posted prize amount, according to the payout options listed below. All
qualifying hands within a chart must be offered together at all times.
Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot Qualifying Hands Chart
Progressive Payout
Hand
Payout
Envy
Royal Flush (Both Hole Cards)
100% of Posted Prize
$100
Fixed Payout
Hand
Payout
Envy
Royal Flush (One Hole Card)
$2,500
Community Royal Flush*
$1,000
Straight Flush
$350
Four of a Kind
$200
*A Community Royal is a hand consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit,
all in the community cards. The fixed prize is paid to those players who place a jackpot fee and
each player will receive the posted prize amount.
**The Envy Bonus is a fixed prize that is paid out to players when the progressive jackpot is hit.
See prize section for more details.
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

A minimum of two active players, including the player-dealer, are required in order for
the table to be eligible for a fixed or progressive prize.
Backline bettors are not eligible to place a jackpot fee and participate in the jackpot.
Players who are playing multiple hands are eligible to place a jackpot fee on each hand.
There is no limit to the number of times a player can win a fixed and/or progressive prize
during the promotional period.
Players must place a base game wager before placing a jackpot fee.
When completing a Royal Flush players are required to use both hole cards in order to
qualify for 100% of the posted prize; or one hole card in order to qualify for the fixed
prize payout of $2,500.
o Players do not need to use any hole cards to qualify for the fixed payouts associated
with a Community Royal, Straight Flush, or Four of a Kind.
A player does not need to win the hand to qualify for this promotion.
Tournament games do not qualify for this promotion.
Casino employees are eligible to participate and win the Ultimate Texas Hold’em
Progressive Jackpot when off duty and out of uniform.
Patrons who assume the player-dealer position are eligible to place a jackpot fee and
qualify for this promotion.
Third Party Providers of Proposition Player Services (TPPPS) are not eligible to place a
jackpot collection fee and become eligible for the Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive
Jackpot when in the player-dealer or player position.
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Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot
Prize
The Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot features progressive and fixed elements. All
prizes will be paid by a casino representative. Once all proper paperwork has been filled out,
the casino representative will pay the winner(s) in live casino chips. The payouts will not be
made from the house dealer’s tray.
Progressive Prize(s)
The progressive prize(s) will be paid from the amount posted in the progressive meter.
•
•

If a Royal Flush hand is hit using both hole cards, it will pay out 100% of the progressive
jackpot amount shown on the progressive meter.
When more than one progressive meter pay hits (at different tables), one progressive
pay will be paid from the meter and the others will be paid from the reserve fund.
o All hands will be paid 100% of the posted prize.
o In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the Casino will make up any shortfall and
will be reimbursed once there are sufficient monies in the reserve fund.

Fixed Prize(s)
Fixed prizes will be paid from the reserve fund, they do not get deducted from the amount
shown on the progressive meter.
•
•

In the event more than one qualifying hand hits during the same round, all winning
players will be paid the posted fixed amount.
In the event the reserve fund is depleted, the Casino will make up any shortfall and will
be reimbursed once there are sufficient monies in the reserve fund.

Envy Bonus
A player paying the $1 jackpot fee also qualifies to win an envy payout. All envy payouts are
fixed and paid from the reserve fund.
•
•
•

•
•

If another player at the table hits a qualifying hand associated with an envy pay, all other
players who paid the $1 jackpot fee win the envy pay.
The player hitting the hand receives the normal prize only, and does not receive the
envy pay.
In the event more than one player is involved in a qualifying envy pay, all players win
multiple envy payouts.
o Players who achieve a qualifying hand will not receive an Envy Bonus on that hand
but will still be eligible for the other Envy Bonuses.
If a player’s hand triggers an envy payout, the house dealer will leave the hand face-up
on the layout; otherwise, the house dealer will lock up the cards.
The house dealer will then move on to the next player.

Funding
The Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot is a player-funded jackpot featuring
progressive and fixed elements. The $1 jackpot fee is used to fund both a progressive meter
and a reserve fund which are then used to pay out prizes. All monies collected and paid out
shall be tracked both electronically and on a hand written log that shall be maintained by the
Casino for examination by regulatory and law enforcement personnel.
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Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot
The Casino will initially seed the progressive meter at an amount between $1,000 and $2,000.
Once there are sufficient monies in the Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot reserve
fund, the initial seed will be reimbursed to the Casino.
After the progressive jackpot is hit, the progressive meter will be reseeded by the reserve fund
in an amount between $5,000 and $10,000. In the event the reserve fund cannot cover the
reseed, the Casino will reseed the jackpot and will be reimbursed for the amount of the reseed
once there are sufficient monies in the reserve fund.
The progressive meter shall increase based solely on the number of jackpot collection fees
placed and collected. The Casino will not provide any additional funds to the jackpot other than
the initial seed or re-seed amounts. There is no cap on this progressive prize pool.
Each $1 jackpot fee paid by a player will be broken down as follows:
•
•

$0.31 will be immediately posted to the meter.
$0.69 will be tracked in a reserve fund.

Administrative Fees
Hustler Casino shall retain an administrative fee of $5-$15 per table per hour from the jackpot
reserve fund. The administrative fee shall be utilized to cover expenses incurred by the
gambling establishment for administering the Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot.
No Purchase Necessary
The Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive Jackpot shall be offered to customers who wish to
participate for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions. The Casino
shall provide No Purchase Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the
gaming activity without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material
shall state "No Purchase Necessary" when referencing the Ultimate Texas Hold’em Progressive
Jackpot. This requirement extends to all forms of advertising including electronic message
boards, computer monitors, posters, and flyers.
Equipment
The electronic software and digital reader related to and used in conjunction with this jackpot,
which is used on each table eligible for this jackpot, has been tested, approved, and certified by
the Gaming Laboratories International, LLC (GLI).
1. When a player has a progressive winner, the dealer shall press the appropriate hand
button on the keypad.
2. The house dealer shall then contact a casino representative.
3. Once the casino verifies the progressive win, the casino representative shall insert the
key, rotate it to “JPH,” and then press “J-pot” button. This records the win onto the Game
Manager. House procedures are then followed for paying the prize.
4. Returning the key to the “Run” position will restore normal operation of the table, and
adjust the meter appropriately for the prize won.
5. When the house dealer reconciles all action (on behalf of the player-dealer), they press
“Game Over.” This resets the system to begin the next hand.
6. Once the “J-pot” button is pressed, the prize is logged into Game Manager.
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Bureau Requirements
Advertising
Hustler Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-003500) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in Hustler Casino at all times the gaming activity is
being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying winning and losing hands.
Prize payout structure.
Jackpot prize amount.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The Mega Poker Jackpots shall be attached to the following Bureau approved controlled games
offered at Hustler Casino, as shown below, at all times this gaming activity is being offered for
play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kansas City Lowball (GEGA-001499)
Lowball (GEGA-001498)
Mexican Poker (GEGA-001501)
Omaha (GEGA-001489)
Omaha Hi-Low 8 or Better (GEGA-001490)
Pineapple (GEGA-001509)
Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001507)
Seven Card Stud (GEGA-001987)
Seven Card Stud Hi-Low (GEGA-001986)

Object and Summary
The object of the Mega Poker Jackpots is to have a player, who is participating in a
predetermined and posted eligible controlled game, lose with a qualifying Losing Hand, against
a player who wins with a qualifying Winning Hand as listed below.
The Mega Poker Jackpots promotion features a fixed jackpot pool which is funded by a
mandatory $1 jackpot fee that is collected by the house dealer, per hand from the pot of eligible
tables. Prizes are awarded from this pool to the losing hand, wining hand, and table share.
Qualifying Hands
Players that make one of the following qualifying hands shall be eligible to win their share of the
Mega Poker Jackpots prize amount, as shown below. All qualifying winning and losing hands
must use at least two hole cards. Furthermore, the qualifying winning and losing hands shall be
displayed prominently within the Casino at all times that the Mega Poker Jackpots is being
offered for play. Only one qualifying hand option shall be offered at any one time. All qualifying
hands within a chart must be offered together at all times.
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Mega Poker Jackpots Qualifying Hand Chart - Option A
Losing Hand
Winning Hand
Full House made up of three aces and two 10s
Higher Hand
or a higher hand.
*This option will only be offered in conjunction with poker games that have a community card
element.
Mega Poker Jackpots Qualifying Hand Chart - Option B
Losing Hand
Winning Hand
Four of a Kind
Higher Hand
or a higher hand.
Mega Poker Jackpots Qualifying Hand Chart - Option C
Losing Hand
Winning Hand
Four of a Kind made up of 10s
Higher Hand
or a higher hand
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

A minimum of four up to a maximum of ten players are required to be dealt in during a
qualifying game in order for players to be eligible and the table to qualify for the jackpot.
Players with qualifying winning and losing hands must play through the final betting
round in order to qualify for the jackpot.
o If a player with one of the qualifying hands folds prior to the final betting round, the
table will not be eligible for the jackpot.
When a qualifying hand is announced, a casino representative will verify that both hands
qualify. Any deviation from a standard deck will nullify the jackpot.
The jackpot will not be valid during tournament play and is only valid during “live” game
play.
Casino employees, both on and off duty, who are playing are eligible to win the jackpot.
All procedures, times, eligible controlled games, qualifying hands, and prize amounts
must be displayed prominently via any form of advertising that the Hustler Casino wishes
to use, including but not limited to printed flyers, digital display, the Casino’s website,
etc.
There is no limit to the amount of times a player may win a prize during a promotional
period.
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Prize
The Mega Poker Jackpots promotion features a fixed jackpot pool that will used to payout all
prizes. The jackpot pool will range from $10,000 to $1,000,000. All prizes will be paid by a
casino representative. Once all proper paperwork has been filled out, the casino representative
will pay the winners in live casino chips. The payouts will not be made from the house dealer’s
tray.
Losing Hand
Players who obtain a qualifying losing hand will be awarded 40% of the posted jackpot amount.
• In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have qualifying losing
hands, only the player with the highest ranked losing hand will receive the posted Losing
Hand prize.
• In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have the exact same
qualifying losing hands, the posted prize amount for that qualifying hand shall be evenly
distributed among those players.
o In the event that there are an odd number of chips to be split between players, the
extra chip(s) will go to the player closest, in a clockwise direction, to where payouts
of the base game began.
Winning Hand
Players who obtain a qualifying winning hand will be awarded 20% of the posted jackpot
amount.
• In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have qualifying winning
hands, only the player with the highest ranked winning hand will receive the posted
Winning Hand prize.
• In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have the exact same
qualifying winning hands, the posted prize amount for that qualifying hand shall be
evenly distributed among those players.
o In the event that there are an odd number of chips to be split between players, the
extra chip(s) will go to the player closest, in a clockwise direction, to where payouts
of the base game began.
Table Share
Players who are seated and participating at the qualifying table will evenly spilt 40% the posted
jackpot amount.
• The player who received the Losing Hand prize will not qualify to split the Table Share
prize
• The player who received the Winning Hand prize will not qualify to split the Table Share
prize.
• In the event that there are an odd number of chips to be split between players, the extra
chip(s) will go to the player closest, in a clockwise direction, to where payouts of the
base game began.
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Prize Payout Structure
Players who make the advertised qualifying hands, as listed above, shall be eligible to win their
share of the posted Mega Poker Jackpots prize amount, according to the payout option shown
below.

Losing Hand
40%

Mega Poker Jackpots Prize Payout Structure
Winning Hand
Table Share
20%
40%

Funding
The Mega Poker Jackpots promotion is a player-funded jackpot that features a fixed prize pool.
The mandatory $1 jackpot fee is collected by the house dealer from the pot after initial bets
have been placed but before the second round of betting starts. Jackpot fees will be dropped in
a separate and locked jackpot collection box. Each $1 jackpot fee will be added to the Mega
Poker Jackpots reserve fund. The reserve fund will be used to fund the prize pool.
The Casino will initially fund the prize pool at an amount between $10,000 and $1,000,000.
Once there are sufficient monies in the Mega Poker Jackpots reserve fund, the Casino will be
reimbursed.
After the prize has been awarded the prize pool will be funded by the reserve fund at an amount
between $10,000 and $1,000,000. In the event of a shortfall, the Casino will make up the
difference and will be reimbursed once there are sufficient monies in the reserve fund.
All monies collected and paid out shall be tracked both electronically and on a hand written log
that shall be maintained by the Casino for examination by regulatory and law enforcement
personnel.
Administrative Fees
The Casino will retain an administrative fee of $5, taken per table per hour. The administrative
fee will be taken from the reserve fund. The fee shall be used for the operation costs and the
administration of the jackpot.
No Purchase Necessary
The Mega Poker Jackpots shall be offered to customers who wish to participate for free, on a
general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions. The Casino shall provide No Purchase
Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity without paying
a table fee or placing a live wager. All advertisement material shall state "No Purchase
Necessary" when referencing the Mega Poker Jackpots. This requirement extends to all forms
of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors, posters, and flyers.
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